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The Tech Physics modules provide a program in experimental
physics primarily for the technical student.
The methods of presention therefore differ considerably from that of standard
materials.
This preface highlights some of the features of the
module in order that you may use it most effectively and efficiently.
THE TITLE:
Each Tech Physics module is centered on a particular
operating device or system.
These systems are either familiar
to you or you may meet them in a later work situation. Usually
the operation of the device will depend on some general area
of physics that is relevant to the technology involved.
This
area of physics is listed in ~ secondary title for the module.
THE INTRODUCTION:
A brief introduction explains why we have
chosen this particular device and what principles of physics
we expect you to learn from it. Several examples are given
to show why these principles are important to you and where
else you may encounter them.
Objeatives are then given for the module.
These include a general discussion of the goals of the module and specific things
you should be able to do to demonstrate that you have achieved
these goals.
After each objective is listed the pages in the
text where it is discussed, and Problems and Questions that you
can do to test whether you have achieved the objective.
Pre-requisites to the module indicate the kinds of skills and
knowledge that you will use in the module, but will not be discussed.
The lack of one or two of these pre-requisites should
not prevent you from doing the module since they can be learned
as you go along.
However, any more than that would suggest
doing a module whose pre-requisites you have or learning the
missing ones.
THE ARRANGEMENT OF MATERIAL:
The module is divided into three
separate sections of different colors.
Each of these sections
is designed to be completed in about one week's time.
The first week is usually devoted to familiarizing you with the
device, the instrumentation you will use to measure its performance, and the terms that describe its characteristics.
Often
this will mean learning how to use a new measuring instrument
or transducer.
The seaond week generally focuses on an experiment involving
some specific behavior of the device.
The laboratory instructions are quite explicit as to experimental procedures, taking
of data, graphing of data and data analysis.
This is to familiarize you with the experimental methods involved with this area
of physics.

The thipd week generally will involve doing some additional

studies of the device, utilizing the instrumentation learned
in the first week apd the methods of data taking and analysis learned in the second week.
THE ACTIVITIES OF A WEEK: Since this is primarily a program in
experimental physics, the material emphasizes the experimental
activities. A short introduction should orient you to the
experiment you will do, and to the important physics principles
or skills that should corne out of it. This is immediately followed by the experiment itself, including the set-up and data
taking procedures.
Often the principal experiment is preceded by some simple
ones. These are included to give you a feel for what you will
be doing in the main experiment. They generally can be done
quite quickly and do not require extensive data taking. The
principal experiment, however, should be done carefully to obtain good data since the remainder of the material will discuss
these results.
Once your experimental work has been completed and all of
your data taken, you may leave the laboratory. The remainder
of the material is devoted to helping you graph and analyze
your data and to explaining the physics involved. This work
can be done either as homework or in class with your instructor.
In reading the material be sure to keep in mind the module
objectives. Although this material generally goes beyond what
is needed to achieve the objectives, your test at the end of
the module will be on the module objectives.
FinaZZ¥, the module has been designed to p~ovide you with
an understand1ng of physics that will be of use to you. Within
the text you will find conversiop tables, methods for calibrating
transducers, explanations of physical terms, comparisons of ways
to measure a physical parameter, and so on. These could be useful to you in a later work situation and you may want to tear
them out and keep them as permanent reference material.
I hope that the material in these Tech Physics modules will
provide you with the skills of experimental science as well as insight into the physical principles underlying your technical field.
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THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
An Introduction
WHY STUDY SPECTROPHOTOMETERS?
The ~hXSiCS involved hasmanx aeplications. In order to really unders and how a spectrophotometer works and is used, you will
have to learn about light and how it is produced, measured, controlled and detected, and about color. The principles involved
come up every day in applications far from spectrophotometers. For
example, the light that we see with our eyes, visibZe Zight, is
only a small part of a more general kind of radiation called eZectromagnetic radiation. Other types of radiation include radio waves,
microwaves, x·rays, gamma rays, infrared and ultraviolet radiation.
T~e spectrophotometer you will use here utilizes not only visible
light but also the latter two types of electromagnetic radiation, infrared and ultraviolet, that your cannot see. Other instruments,
called more generally spectrometers, exist for studying the other
types of electromagnetic radiation, (gamma ray spectrometers, x-ray
spectrometers, etc.), "and these other spectrometers have most of the
same basic components that you will study here. Thus, many of the
principles that you will learn in your stUdy of the spectrophotometer
are useful considerably beyond this particular application.

MEASURING

LIGHT ABSORPTION~

..

In the first part of the module you will put together a very
simple spectrophotometer using your eye as the detector of light.
You will see how various materials absorb visible light differently,
and that two materials that may look alike to the eye have quite
different light transmission (or absor~tiQn) properties. These socalled transmission spectra are central to the way in which spectrophotometers are used in analysis.

THE DISPERSION

OF LIGHT ..•

In the second part of the module you will study components used
to sepa.t'ateQr disperse white light into its various component colors.
Prisms and gratings are the components, called dispersive eZements,
that will be studied. These elements depend on different optical
principles and therefore act differently. You will learn how to describe and explain these pr~nciples and will observe the operation of
the dispersive elements and their differences.

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

ANALYSIS ...

Finally you will use the ideas of the first two parts to assemble a functioning spectrophotometer system, and use it to measure
quite accurately the transmission spectrum of a didymium (di-dim'-e-um)
glass filter. This will introduce you to the techniques of spectrophotometric analysis and at the same time show you how spectrophotometers are calibrated. Didiyrnium is a mixture of rare earths whose
transmission spectrum is well known. It is commonly used for spectrophotometer calibration.

Spectrophotometers
are widely used. The following areas provide examples of the widespread application of spectrophotometers:

Medicine: Spectrophotometers are
routinely used to analyze body
fluids to help spot body malfunctions and disease before they become serious. For example, a
standard test for diabetes involves using a spectrophotometer
to measure the sugar level in
urine.
Pollution Control: Widespread use
of powerful insecticides and pesticides creates an increasing
threat of poisoning ourselves and
our water. Scientists use spectrophotometers to find trace amounts
of these tox~c compounds before
they cause harm.
Beer Production: Brewers use spectrophotometers instead of tasters
to monitor the color and flavor of
beer coming off the production
line.
Astronomy:

Before the gas helium
had ever been found on earth, spectrophotometers had located it on
the sun. Spectrophotometers
have
also been essential in determining
the speed, size and age of thousands
of stars.

Law Enforcement: Police and coroners' laboratories use spectrophotometers to identify poisons which
are difficult or impossible to tag
any other way. Narcotics and sleeping pills are examples. Race tracks
run routine tests with spectrophotometers to check whether horses have
been drugged.

The <,;Jeneral
goal of this mvdule is to give you an understanding of the nature of ligh~, and how its properties are used
in the design and operation of spectrophotometers.
This involves a knowledge of:
The wave description of light and its application
to tnfrared, visible and ultraviolet radiation.
The terms used to describe light colors (wavelengths),
and the graphs used to display the transmission of
these colors by various materials (transmission
spectra) •
The devices used to disperse light into its component wavelengths (prisms, gratings) and the physical
processes (refraction, diffraction) on which each
depends.
The operating' principles of spectrophotometers including the purpose of each of its basic components,
the methods used for calibration, and the procedures
for making qualitative analysis.

At the end of this module you should be able to demonstrate
your understanding of its objectives by doing the following:

1.

Explain the use of spectrophotometer~ in qualitative
analysis and the physical
principles on which this is
based.

2.

Describe the basio components
of spectrophotometers (source,
monochromator, sample, detector,
display) and explain the purpose and behavior of each using
proper terms.

Pages
Where
Discussed

Problems
and
guestions
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Page 64
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68-70

74-75

Page 64
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Page 65
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and
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3.

Describe the optical elements
used in the monochromator
(slits, lenses, flat and spherical mirrors, dispersive
elements) and explain the purpose and behavior of eaeh
element usinq proper terms.

4.

Explain the qharacteristies
of two dispersive elements,
the prism and the diffraction
grating, including:
-the physical proPerties on
which each depends,
-the wavelength dependence
of dispersion,
-the range of uSefulness in
spectrophotometers.

5.

Draw a diagram of the electromagnetic speetrwn showi:ngthe
range of wavelengths for the
infrared; visible and ultra..,.
violet and describe the properties of each type of
radiation.

6.

Describe why four important
characteristics of light (reflection, refraction, interferenceand
diffraction) are
consistent with a wave model
for light.

7.

Convert among the various units
that deScribe the colors of light
(nanometers ,Angstroms, millimicrons, Hz).

8.

23
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35...
36

Page 77
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Page 47
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Page 47
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31-35

Assemble the student spectrophoto9-10
meter using:
13,21,24
a) either a prism or a diffrac- 54-58
tion grating to break the
71-73
light into colors and,
b) either mirrors or lenees to
focus the light.

Page
P
Page
P

-
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47
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Pages
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9.

Calib~ate ~he sfu4ent ~pectrophotometer ~sin9 a didymium
filter and its transmission
spectrum.

Pr9bl~s
and

Questio!;!
Page 77
Q .•.
7

Operate the epectrophotometer
to obtain the tran$mission
spectrum,ot a sample of unknown material.
11.

12.

Graph the spectJ;ophotometer
data to Qbtain thetransmis'"
siqn spectrum ot the \lnknown
sample,
Identify the cQmposition of the
unknown by comparing its tran~"
mission spectrum to spectra
furnished by the instructor.
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PRI5REQUISIT~S:
B~tQ;re beg~nn.ing th.i,.s
module you E$hould al1r$ady1)ave the
fp;l.low.\l1<:l
skil~s, s;i.nc,,~
they will be \lsedbut notdel;iQri~ed
iJl the module:
11
2.
,3.

graphing da~a on linear graph paper,
~sin9 sci~nt~f;i.c notation,
SOlving simple algebraic equations,
4. rEiladingmeters,
s. aligning simple optical components
(lenses, mirrors, slits).
If you are unsure whether you have these prerequisi~es, ~~k
Yol,lrin,t;ructor to give you a prerequisites test.
If you find you do not h,ave a certain prerequis1te aSlk.your
ins1;.J:I~ator
to give you mateX'ia1 to help YOl,1learn the neecaed
~kill; or have someone help you leillrnit 'ilSyou need it in the
mod~le.

MEASURING

ABSORPTION

WHAT IS A SPECTROPHOTOMETER?
A spectrophotometer answers qu,estions about how light is affected by various substances. It is important to realize that
light can be reflected from,ab,orbed by,or transmitted through
any given sample; and that the fraction of the light reflected,
absorbed,or transmitted depende on thecotQr
of the light. A
spectrophotometer is a laboratory instrument for measuring precisely these fractions reflected, absorbe<l,or transmitted for any color
within a large range.
The importance ~f ~pectrophotometers can only be appreciated
when you realize that different chemical substances have very clear
and unique patterns of absorQt,ion an4 reflrection.. These patterns
are like fingerprints since they can be used for identification.
Spectrophotometers cap provide a quick, lilimplemeans of detecting
and measuring even small amount~ of chemicals. Thus, they have
found wide use in scientific research ~nd industry.
White light from.an i.nca~escent light bulb is actually a mixture of many colors of light. When wbite light is separated into
its component colors ~he result is called a speqtrum.
This
is where the "spec~ro" part of ~he name comes from. "Photometer" simply means liqhtmeter or light measuring device. Thus,
a spectrophotometer is a device which measu~es the light spectrum
of something. To be exact, a spectrophotometer measures the amount of each color of liqhtwhich is a:bsorbed bya sample. Since
different substances absorb characteriS1;.icamounts of different
colors, you can fin<l out'what su,bstances are present in a sample
of material - quatita:t;i,veanalysi.s - .nd ho'IJ much - quantitative
~nalysis -- just by passinqlight
through it.
There are five major parts to all spectrophotometers:
The light source.
.
A monochromator
which selects one color from
the SOurce.
A sample where part of the light is absorbed.
(!) A detector of light wh,ich cOnverts the light
to an electrical,.signal.
An amplifier and disptay unit which reports
the light level.

CD
GD
G)
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The drawings on the next two pages show each of these
components in the studen1l spectrophotometer that you will
use.

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

An ordinary buZb makes
white Zight.
. ..

which is spread into a spectrum of
coZors. A sZit passes one coZor of
Zigh t • • . . . . . . .

Most light sources produce
light of many colors. An
ordinary incandescent light
bulb is satisfactory for
visible colors, but special I
bulbs are needed if measurements are to be extended far
beyond the blue or red ends
of the visible spectrum.

REAL

LIFE:

•

••

•

•

•

With a monochromator you can pick one color
out of the many produced in the source.
This is done by breaking the light into its
spectrum with a prism or diffraction grating. Then only one color from the spectrum
is allowed to exit through the slit. A dial
permits you to change the color of light
coming out over a wide range.

This bottom Zine shows parts of the student spectrophotometer that you wiZZ be using in the ~aboratory.
Diffraction
Grating

Filter
/Slot

from
Supply

e.

Flat
~irror Ml

COMPONENTS

o
whiah strikes a
sampZe. A portion
of Zight passes
through the sampZe

and strikes the deteator.
The amount
of Zight striking
the deteator. . . .

is eZeatroniaaZZy
measured and dispZayed on'a meter.

Every element or compound will absorb only
certain colors. The
pattern of absorbtion
is unique to that compound and serves to
identify it. Thus, if
a certain compound is
present in a sample of
material being analyzed by a spectrophotometer, its unique patter~ of absorption will
show up and the operator
will know that it is
there.

A detector is a device
which generates an
electrical signal when
light falls on it. The
size of the signal is
proportional to the
amount of light. Thus,
a bright light indicates
low absorption and will
cause a large electrical
signal. Several types of
detectors may be used,
depending on the range of
colors and brightness desired.

The signal from the
detector is rarely
large enough to move
a meter needle, so
an electrical amplifier similar to those
in radios is needed.
Actually, a meter is
only the simplest
form of display. Commercial units often
automatically graph
the absorption on a
chart recorder as the
color is changed.

Sample Tube
(Cuvette)

Detector
(uncovered )

~put
from
Detector

\
Zero
Adjust
On/Off
Switch

A

SIMPLE

SPEC"TROPHOTOMETER

A SPECTROPHOTOMETER
using only a slit, lens,
and grating. It takes the
light from the source and spreads
it into the spectrum on the :5 "x5"
card shown. The experiment described
here uses this simpl~ setup.
INTRODUCT ION

YOUR EYE AS THE DETECTOR
We can make a simple spectrophotometer
in the lab. For ~
first attempt we will make one which illustrates the princip+es
but is so simple that it is too inaccurate for practical us~.
After we learn more about light and optics, we will assemble ~
more practical and accurate spectrophotometer.
The first simplification we will make is to use your eye in
place of the detector and meter.
You will look at a spectrum
and estimate how much of each different color is in the spectrum.
With practice, you will be surprised how well you can estimate.
Follow the steps on the next 4 pages to obtain your data.

CAUTION --Read this first!
THREE THINGS

TO WATCH OUT FOR IN THE LAB:

1.
Front surface mirrors. Commorimirrors have silver behind
glass. This protects the silver and makes long-lasting mirrors.
BUT, the mirrors in this lab have silver in front of the glass
to improve their quality. It is very easy to scratch off the
thin silver layer. So don't put them face down, don't touch the
mirror surface,and if you see that a mirror is dirty don't try
to clean it. Cleaning will badly scratch the surface.
2. 'Diffraction grating. This also has a del~cate front surface,
just like the mirrors. Thus, the same precaut~~ns apply to
gratings as to mirrors, but they are even more ~mportant because
some gratings are ~
expensive.
3.
General care. The experiment uses delicate scientific
equipment -- treat it all with care. The prisms can chip a~d
the mirrors can break. The lamp and detector are both frag~le
and can break or lose alignment. Please be careful.

1. SETTING UP A GRATING
SPECTROPHOTOMETER.
Obtain the paper tempZate titled A SIMPLE
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
and
tape it securely to the
base, centered on the
center hole. Place the
components on the base
as shown in the sketch
and the plan at the
right. If you do this,
you should see the
THE LA,OUT of the Bpeotrophotometer
colors of the rainbow
used as Been from above. When setmaking a spectrum on
ting up the experiment~ it is importhe white 3" x 5" card.
tant to use approximately
the angles
You may have to make
some adjustments to make
and distances shown.
it work best. This procedure is called alignment.
The layout plan provided in the laboratory is a guide only.
Do not be upset if proper alignment requires the various elements to be off their printed circles.
The manufacturing
techniques are not very precise so every spectrophtometer
is
slightly different.

2. ALIGNMENT.
Every time you set up an optical system you have to fuss with
it to make it work well. The general idea is to start at the
source and make the maximum amount of light go squarelv through
the center of each component. FoZlow the oheoklist below for the
details of aligning this experiment.

1) We want as much light as possible
to come through the first slit, so
move the slit around so that the
brightest and smallest possible line
of light hits the center of the slit.
2) We also want the lens to focus the
maximum possible light. Find the b~am
of light coming from th~ slit by letting it hit another 3 xS" card YQu
hold. (See illustration on the next
page.) Make sure that the lens is in
the center of this beam. If it is
1

not, slide it sideways into the
center, but do not move it any
closer to the slit.
3) Slide the grating so that it also
is in the center of the light beam,
but do not move it any closer to the
lens.
4) Now, turn the grating so that a
rainbow of colors, called the spectrum, falls on the white card. All the
spectrum should be on the card, with
the blue on the left.

3. FOllOWING
PATH.

THE LIGHT

Before using your spectrophotometer, be sure you have
a clear idea of where the
light is going. The light
starts in the source box. It
then goes t.hrough the slit,
the lens, and strikes the
grating. The grating reflects
the light in several directions. One beam of light is
broken into a spectrum as it
goes to the white card.
To get another view of the
light pat.h, Zight some ina~nse~ pZaae it in the bo~
and aZose the oover. The
smoke from the incense will
let you "see" the paths of
light going through the system.
Have you maximized the light
transmitted by each component?

4. USING THE GRATIKG

AN EASY WAY to find the
Zight beam using a 3" ~
5" aard. The beam aan
be foZlowed from sourae
to oard using this triak.
Be sure that the mamimum
amount of Zight is transmitted by eaah aomponent.

SPECTROPHOTOMETER.

Now that we have an instrument, what o.n we do with. it? The
simplest use is to look at the effects of colored filters on
the spectrum. wit.h your equipment you should find a pack of
many plastic filters. Find out the effeet of various fiZters
on light by placing them in the light path near the s11t. You
will find that the deeper or darker filter~have a more noticable effect.

5. ABSORPTION

AND TRANSMISSION.

You will also find a pale blue glass filter called a didymium fiZter.This
filter fits into a slot in the source box.
See what it does to the spectrum.
Notice that the didYmium filter·removes almost all of the
yellow from the spectrum.. We say that this filter absorbs
yellow. On the other hal1d, the filter does almo~t. nothing
to most of the blue. In other words, it transmits in the
blue. A spectrophotometer is used to determine exactly how
much of each color is absorbed or transmitted.

6. A CAREFUL

STUDY.

Let us choose several filters and do the best job we can to
determine which colors each transmits. Repeat the measurements on the next page for each o~ the 'following filters:

NoW use your eye to estimate the spectrum passed by each
fitter. Judge the amount of light at each color using a scale
with four values. You should be able to estimate whether the
light of each color coming through the filter is:
3-very bright -- as bright as
with no filter: no light is
absorbed by the filter:
2-bright -- most of the light
gets through the filter:
some of the light is absorbed:

~3

••s a

~
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l-dim -- most of the light is
stopped by the filter: only
some is transmitted:
O-dark -- all of the light is
stopped by the filter: none
is transmitted.
A SPECTRUM showing the graph
described and points correRecord your resutts on a grid
sponding to a fitter in the
like the example shown opposite.
pack provided.
Use the graph paper provided at
the end of this section for your
data.
By connecting the O's we make what is called a transmission
spectrum: a graph of the amount of light transmitted for each
color.
Draw a transmission spectrum for each of the filters.

ExpZore the transmission speatra of some of the other filters
given.
See if you can find the filter with the spectrum on the
previous page.

7. A PRISM SPECTROPHOTOMETER.
Now set up a different speatrophotometer which uses a
prism to break up
the light instead of
a grating. Place the
components as shown
in the sketch at the
right.
Then run
through the alignment
checklist of steps 2
and 3. To get the
best spectrum rotate
the prism so that the
A PRISM SPECTROPHOTOMETER.
This is
spectrum is as far .to
a sketah of a speatrophotometer
usthe right on the card
ing a prism to break up the Zight.
as it will go.
It is simiZar in many respeats to
the grating speatrophotometer.
What differences do
you notice between the
spectrum made here by a prism and the spectrum made before by
a grating? For convenience in comparing, the distance from
the prism to the 3" x 5" card is the same as the distance was
from the grating to the 3" x 5" card. Likewise, the distance
from lens to prism equals the distance we had from lens to
grating. Essentially, the grating has been replaced by a prism
with no other changes.

8. USING THE PRISM SPECTROPHOTOMETER.
To get a better idea of
the difference between the
prism and grating, repeat
your measurement on the
didymium fiZter with this
spectrophotometer.
Esti~ate the transmission of
each of the colors for
the didymium filter. Connect the points to make
the didymium transmission
spectrum.
THE LAYOUT of the prism speatrophotometer.

ANALYSIS OF YOUR TRANSMISSION

SPECTRA

Let us think about the transmission

spectra you how have: several
using the grating and one repeating the didymium filter using the
prism.
To help you start thinking about your measurements, use
your spectra to answer the questions below.
Place the letter of
the correct answer in the space provided on the left.
1.

To the eye, the didymium and pale blue filters
seem to be (A) exactly the same, (B) quite similar but different,
(C) quite different.

2.

Judging by your spectra, these two blue filters
seem to be (A) exactly the same, (B) quite similar but different,
(C) quite different.

3.

If two filters look the same, they must transmit
the same colors.
(T) True, or (F) false?

4.

Which of the following colors was absopbed most
by the didymium filter?
(1) Red, (2) orange,
(3) yellOW, (4) green, or (5) blue?

5.

What color was tpansmitted
best by your yellow
filter?
(1) Yellow, (2) green, (3) blue, or
(4) violet?

6.

What color was absopbed most by your yellow filter?
(1) Red, (2) orange, (3) yellow, (4) green
or (5) blue?

f

7.

Which of the following colors was abBopbed most
by the blue filter, number 856?
(1) Red,
(2) yellow, (3) green, (4) blue, or (5) violet?

8.

From this information, what color do you guess
can be removed from white light to make blue
light?
(1) Red, (2) yellow, (3) green, (4) blue,
or (5) violet?

9.

From the facts above, can you guess what color
would be transmitted best by a yellow filter?
(1) Red, (2) orange, (3) yellow, (4) green, or
(5) blue?
(If you are in doubt, try it.)

10.

Guess which color would be tpanBmitted
most by a
green filter.
(1) Red, (2) orange, (3) yellow,
(4) green, or (5) blue?

11.

Compared to the grating, the prism spreads
colors out ~ore.
(T) True, or (F) false?

the

We begin our deeper study of the speotro;photome.terby going
right to its heart.- •..thedispel'si.ve eZement,· It is the dispersive element (eithe. ~ pr!Slm org-rating) which 1:'rea~swhite light
into its spectrum. The quality Qf.~ spectrophotometer is largely
determined by the ability of the dispersive element to separate
out the various colors. The two most c.ommon types of disflersive
element -- the prism and reflection grating -- ,are in the next
section.
Also we need a more prepise w~y ot spe~ifying colors. Red,
orange, yellow, etc. are bn.J,.y
qen~ral term~. Ex~ctly where in
a spectrum one co~or ends an~ the next b~gin~ can only be estimated, and the estimate will vary from person to person •. In
the next section we will int:roduce.tp.~t~rm waveZenfJth as a specification for color and sl)ow how it derives from au," understanding of the wave nature of light. We will also ex~end the'notion
of wavelength to regions of the spectrum t~,t our eye cannot "see".

l8a

Transmission ~pectra For Various
Filters. Indicate which filter was
used and which dispersive element
(diffraction grating or prism).

lSb

Transmission Spectra For Various
Filters.
Indicate which filter was
used and which dispersive element
(diffraction grating or prism).

THE DISPERSION ·OF LIGHT
THE KEY TO A MONOCHROMATOR IS A 'DISPERSIVE

ELEMENT-

EITHER A PRiSM ••••

AN EXAGGERATED
DIAGRAM showing
the different paths taken by red
and violet light.
Other colors
fall between these two.
The
actual difference
in paths is not
nearly as great as shown.

WHITE LIGHT DISPERSED
BY A PRISM. This sketch
of a photograph shows
light boken into co-'
lors by a prism. Note
the widths of the various colors and the total width.

A prism is simply a wedge of transparent material which bends light. For complicated reasons,
violet light is more sharply bent by glass than red
light.
A prism works best only for certain colors,
leaving the rest still bunched together. For example in the illustration above violet is seen to
be quite widely spread out while orange and red are still quite
9ompressed. To surmount this problem, prisms are made of different materials to work in different parts of the spectrum. For
example, prisms made of common table salt are used in the infrared
part of the spectrum.
The illustration below shows the useful range of various materials. The wavelength numbers will have more meaning as you go
farther in the module.

Common materials for the visible
and near infr'ared.
Common materials for the ultraviolet
and infrared.
EZotic materials for the far
ultraviolet and far infr'ared.
l-H'-H'! 5
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SOMETHING WHICH BREAKS WHITE LIGHT INTO COLORS
OR A 01FFRACTION GRATING

WHITE LIGHT DISPER- ~
SED BY A .GRATING.
~.
This sketoh of a
photogl'aphsholUs
tight bl'oken.into ootOl'S by a
gl'ating. COmpal'B,
the lUidths of
..
the 00 tOllS foZ'.
,"
the gl'ating
with thosB
of the pl'ism
opposite.

GRATING REFLECTIONS oome off
at the unezpeoted angtes. The
lUhite tight ooming in oan be
simpty l'eftBcted -- the sooatted Oth ol'del'.This is not
dispel'sed. The othel' ol'del's
al'B on eithel' side andal'e
dispel'sed.

GRATINGS
A reflection grating is a front surface mirror with thousands
of fine, parallel scratches on it.
Agratin~ always reflects light in several ways:
Oth order: 'straight reflection, like a mirror;
1st order: on both sides
of theOth order a spectrum appears; one side
can be made brighter by
btaaing:
h~gher orde~s give weak
The grating
additional spectra that
unbZazed
supplied has
sometimes overlap the
13,400 lines
~~
previous order spectra.
per inch.
The diffraction grating
separates the colors much
--bZazed
more evenly then the prism
as the illustration above
shows. However the intensity
of the light is lesstban the
prism because the incoming
A MAGNIFIED VIEW of a gl'ating~
light is.divid.ed !n1;o.Jley.r~~
.ho~in9 the dillellenoe betlUeen
spectra;ca."~lM.
~;;~~~.' \'[ ;·az..o,_.,d;,·andvnbZ<a&·.dg,ratings.
reflectioa .,1.:;
<.;:

~mi;::) ,

THE GRATING SYSTEM

used

for obtaining the speo~
from the diffzoaotiQngrating.
The tight shouZd beoentered on each
oomponent both vertioaZZy and horiaontatly to mazimiae the intensity. The Oth'
order spectrum (white tight) is used for obtaining ~t
component positions,and either 1st
omer speotra tLeft or right) may be used for
the measurements.
INTRODUCTION

The point of this investigation is to discove~experimentally
what a dispersive element does and in what ways th~s is done differently by a prism and a grating. The spirit of the lab is exploratory- -observe what happens when you change things around. This
process Should raise questions which will be answered later in this
module.
.
The set up w~will use first is illustrated above,. It is quite
similiar to the previous experimental arrangement. The o~ly change
is that there 'is a longer light path from the dispersive element to
the card where the spectrum is viewed. This is accomplished by reflecting the light once from a mirror. The result is that the spectrum is fainter but proportionally larger and easier to measure.

STEP 1: ALIGNING

THE GRATING

SYSTEM.

Obtain the paper tempZate titled COMPARING A PRISM AND
GRATING and tape it securely to the base and centered on
the center hole (see the illustration on the next page).
Place the sZit and lens in the indicated positions. Also place the grating at 1 , mirror at 2 and card at 3.
Irregularities in manufacturing mayrequiJ:'e you to move
your components somewhat around these positions to get
the maximum amount of light squarely through each element.

To focus thelen.properly,
turn the grating to get a
white image of the slit (the Oth order) on the 'white
card then move the lena back and forth to make the width
of this image as narrow as possible ~ ..Be .sure that the
white light strikes each e~em.entatitscenter,
both
horizontally and vertically. This may require some tilting of the elements on their base.
When you think the sy.stem is properly aligned, check
the system. by following the beam until a white card as
in part one or by putting some smoke from incense into
the box.

Turn. the grat,ing

(without changing its
positi.on) to get a
spectrum on the card,
• How many orders can
you see on eit~er
side of the centered image?
.
•

Are the same orders
on either side
identical?
How do the brighter
orders compare to
the 1st order with
regard to width and
intensity?
Do the orders overlap?

THE LAYOUT used in this experiment
is very simitiar to the previous
tayout sho~non
page 10. When the
grating is used at 1 ~ the mirror
goes at 2 and the spectrum appears
on the card at 3 • When the prism
is used~ the mirror and card shoutd
be reversed. This arrangement keeps
the same opticat path tength from
dispersive etement to card for both
prism a~d grating so that they may
be exactty compared ..

Now, look carefully
at the 1st order spectrum. These colors should be the pure spectral colors. In
particular, note the narrow pure yellOw and the beautiful
emerald green.
The spectrum is as interesting for what colors are missing as much as for the colors present. There is no brown,
black, white or any of the pastel colors like pink; all
these are mixtures of spectral colors. Also it is an odd
fact that some spectral colors can also be made by mixing
9ther spectral colors, for instance green can be made by
mixing spectrally pure blue and yellow, bu:t there is also
a pure spectral green. Other colors like brow~ and purple
can onty be made. by mixing spectrally pure colors (red
and blue for purple).

You can easily spot a spectrophotometer that is not
working well by looking at its spectrum. You 'can
often observe both missing colors (especially emerald
green and yellow), and also non~spectral colors
(especially pastel blue and wh!te).

STEP 3: WHY SLITS & LENSES?
E~pZO~B the effeat of removing both the slit and lens
separately. Also try mis-alignment of all the elements,
sideways and back and forth. Try this with smoke from
incense in the box so that you can see the effects more
clearly. You should be able to determine the reasons
for having these elements where they are.
Retu~n the elements to their proper positions and refocus the system. Use the 1st order spectrum that results in red being at the tight side of the card. Get
the brightest possible spectrum you can, centered on the
white card. Adjust the white card so that it is at exact
right angle to the incident li~ht.
'
Be sure that no "stray" light is falling on the card.
The ot.her order spectra are coming off the diffraction
grating and may have to be blocked out with shields
(the backs of optical components not being used will
work nicely).

STEP 4: MEASURING

THE GRATING SPECTRUM.

Ptaae a ~uter so

that its zero is at
the red edge of the
~.'..
.
spectrum (as shown~
in the diagram).
Record t.he location
on the ruler of the
center and of the
boundaries between
each of the following colors: red,
ora~ge, yellow, green, blue & violet.
, Also record the
location of the V10let end of t.he spectrum. Your distances WHERE A GOOD BRIGHT SPECTRUM is obcan only be best
served on the white aard~ ptaae a
estimates using
mittimete~saate
so that 2ero is
your eye. You will ~here the red first appears. Reaord
be surprised, later the distanae to the aente~s and the
in the module, at
bou.ndaries ofeaahaoto~
and reaord
how well you have
it in a tabte tike that shown on the
done.
ne~t page. Leave an e~tra 'aotumn
Make a clear,
ne~t to the va~ious aoto~s.
neat table of color
boundaries as shown on the next page. Use the designated
page at the end of this section for your data table.
These important data will be refered to later.

A Fi~al

Measuremsnt:

It

Now rotate the grating
until the Othorder
spectrum (white light)
appears on the screen.
Measure its width and
record it. This is the
width of the
the entranoe
Width of

entranoe

G•.• 't i~

("'.

"..,&' ""

o
c.",h •.

O".Mse •.J~c.

image of
slit.

slit

tA" e••

12
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image.

STEP ,5. AL IGN I NG THE PR I SM SPECTRUM.
Replaoe the grating
with a prism,
a. shown in the illustration below. Do not move the lens or slit. Place the mirror at 3 and the.card at 2 • Follow the same alignment
procedures described earlier for the grating.·
Rotate,the prism (without changing its position). What'
happens to the spectrum? Adjust the rotation until the red
part of the spectrum reaches its maximum left position.
This position is called the angle of minimum deviation
and
gives the le.st mixing of colors.
Put smoke from incense in the box and observe the light
paths. Note that at the angle of minimum deviation, the
anqlet.he light nlakes with the entering side of the prism
i8the same as the angle it makes with the exiting side.
Make sure that the white card is at exact right angles
to the light striking it.

THE PRISM SYSTFN. Rep iaoe

.

ths

grat-

ing with a prism and interohange
the flat mirror and white oard. Ths
pl'ism should be rotated to give the
angls of minimumdeviation.
This
QOCUJ'. WMn tIN lIpsatz'wn is at its
m=imwn lsft uf1,sation on tIN oazed.

THE LAYOUT of

oomponents as seen
frcxn above. The distanoe from
the dispersive element to the
oard is identioaZ to the previous
arrangement so that the two speotJta oan bs oomparsd e:r:a.ot
Zy. Phs
PaCt pags suggests scxne oomparisons that oan be made.

STEP 6: MEASURING

THE PRISM SPECTRUM.

PZace a· ruZer so that its zero is at the red edge of
the spectrum as you did in Step· 4 for the grating.
Measure the distance to the color centers and boundaries as you did befo;e and record it in yOUJ;"table.

STEP 7: COMPARING
Compare

THE PRISM AND GRATING.
the spectra

obtained for the prism
and grating. You may-want to set one system
up on your spectrophotoRrIS&''f •• ,SS
meter and the 'other on
your neighbor's; or see
if you can produce both
1).s ,.·.51•..•.
at the same time on one
set up. If you do the
latter ,be sure that the
Ll.••,.:.,t!
total distance from dispersive elem~nt to white
card is identical for
each system. .
.
Rr;t~
Make a table like that
shown to the right. Use
the designated page at
the end of this section for yOUJ; .t~ble. Some of the proper ties of the 'two elements that you ~an compare are:
.;

.'-

BRIGHTNESS:

Which element produces the brighter sp~ctrilin,that is has the ,higher intensity of
light in each color? Why is -it brighter?

DISPERSION:

Which element spreads out or disperses the
white light into its component colors more?
If an exit slit of a certain size were used
to let only one color pass, which element
would yield the narrower band of color?
To find out what actually happens, put
an exit slit in place of the white'card and
put the white card behind the slit. Then
scan the spectrum across the slit by rotating the flat mirror. Observe the beam of
light that gets through the slit. How pure
is each color for the prism? • for the
grating? What influence do you think the
width of the slit makes on color purity?
•• on intensity?

LINEARITY:

Which element spreads the colors out more
evenly?

Which of the elements produces colors
which may be a slight mixture? "Why
does .this happen?
If any other differences are apparent note these
in your table.

WHY ARE THE SPECTRA DIFFERENT?
We now have gone as far as we can without theory. We have
a short catalogue of interesting observations about prisms and
gratings. Still, some fundamental questions remain: What are
the principles behind these observations? How are these observations related to other properties of light? How will different prisms and gratings differ in their dispersion?
Before ~. answer these questions, we must first learn a bit
about light and its measurement. One crucial point is that
light acts in many ways like a wave. As a wave it can be described by its wavelength. Visible light is simply one type of
a more general class of radiation, called electromagnetic radiation. In the following pages we discuss the wave properties of
light and see how i-tfits into the more general picture. Using
the wave properties of light we will be better able to understand the operation of prisms and gratings.

LIGHT AS WAVE MOTION
THE

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

Light consists of
various colors. The
light we usually see,
from the sun or light
bulbs, for example, is
a mixture of many colors. A prism or a diffraction grating is
able to spread this mixture into its component
colors forming what is
called a speotrum. When
water droplets do this,
you see the spectrum as
a rainbow.
The drawings at
right show a diffraction
-grating forming a spectrum with white light
from a light bulb. This
is compared to the effect the same grating
has on other colored
lights. The conclusions
are clear: all the light
of a single pure color
is bent the same amount1
similiar colors are bent
nearly the same amount
so they end up near each
other 1 colors which are
quite different are
spread far apart. You
observed this in the
experiments you have
done.

a)

W

THE COLORS OF LIGHT. TheBe dra~ings
sho~ the oomposition of different
types of tight. In eaoh oase the
same grating sptits the tight into
its pure oomponents. In a) ~hite
tight is used; in b) tight from a
red butb; and in o~ a pure red tight
from a taser.

The light we see with our eyes -- visible light -- is only
a part of the spectrum. There is a vast range of radiation
ca~led eteotromagnetio radiation which appears as radio waves,
microwaves, infrared, ultraviolet, x-rays and gamma rays (see
the chart opposite). These types of radiation all obey the
same laws and travel through a vacuum at about 300,000,000
meters per second, or 186,000 miles per second.

THE ACCIDENT

OF VISIBLE

LIGHT

Visible light happens to occupy only a tiny ';s'l'iee
of this
huge range. It is visible only because certain molecules in the
retina of your eye are sensitive to light in this r~nge. When
this waVel.ngtb light strikes a sensitive molecule, it can relay
the information throuqh nerves to your brain. This way you become aware of the light and call 'it visible. If we had different
sensitive molecules in our retina, we might call light of some
other wavelength visible 'light.
'
"

RANGE OF SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
Spectrophotometers are used for measurements in three regiQn$()f,theelectromagnetic,spectrum:
the infrared, the visi';'
bl,e arid the ultraviolet. Each region presents particular design
problems, so that rarely oan a single instrument cOver more
than one region without modifications. The student spectrophotometer is basically for the visible region, although near infrared can be measured with suitable detectors.
No single prism or grating can disperse electromagnetic
radiation of all wavelengths. The only way to alter the range of
a prism is to make it out of some other material. Prisms can be
made (see page 1') with ranges between 150 nm and 70,000 nm, although some of these are quite expensive and difficult to preserve. Oneaubsta:nce sometimes used for prisms is common table
salt in the form a sin91e large crystal. Of course, such prisms
mu.t be kept away from water and even humid air: Gratings are much
easier to alter in order to change their useful range. By simply
changin9 the distance between the scratches that make up, the grating one can obtain almo.t, any range for a grating.

THEELECTROMAGNETIC
SPECTRUM
inct~s
~es
tonge!' than the diarnete!' of the ea:zoth
and shol'ttnt than t1w di<:rJNttntof an atomic nuateus. A Bmtin stiae of this spect%'U17l
is OO1Jel'edby speat;zt()photomBttntS.In tM aMIte!' of this l'flI'I(Jeis visibte Zight.
The ~eZ.ength numbe!'s given to each !'egion 1J1i,ZZ be discussed later in this section.

FEATURES

OF WAVES

OCean waves, ripples on a ponq, a-wave
on a rope, sound and light have one thing
in .common--they are all waves. All waves
are started at a source that provides the
energy to create waves. The wind can make
ocean waves, a rock dropped into a pond .
is a souroe of ripples, the forcedvibration of your vocal cords is a source of
sound and the forced vibration of electrons is a source of light.
.
This energy moves as waves which are
oscillations of some quantity. In oc~an
waves and ripples it is the height of the
water which oscillates up and down; for waves
on a rope, the height of the rope oscillates;
for sound wavesithe air pressure oscillatest
for light, the electric and magnetic fields
oscillate.
It is very hard to imagine oscillating
electric and magnetic fields. However, if you
were a tiny·electron~ you would know all a~
bout it. Whenever a light wave passed near
you, it would make you jump up and down at a
fantastic rate. The oscillating electric
fields can exert a force on electrons. and
other electrically Charged matter which is
just as real as the force an ocean wave exerts
on the shore When it breaks.

It is very hard to imagine light as a
wave because the wavelengths are so .small
(about 2/100,000 inches) and because 'the
EXAMPLES OF WAVES. In every
waves are impossible tQsee anyway. To
case something oscillates.
show that light acts like a wave, we comSince it takes energy to
pare the properties of simple waves to
make the oscillations~ we
the properties of light. The illustrations say the waves carry energy.
on the next page show properties of ripples in water. The waves move perpendicular to the White crests, in the directions of the arrows. On the right the same
property is illustrated for light using spectrophotometer parts
and smoke. It is because of these similarities
that we can say
that

light

acts

like waves.

COMPARING

THE
WAVES

REFLECTION
is the bouncing of waves off
barriers. At the left, a block
is in the water which the waves
cannot penetrate. As a result,
they bounce off in another direction. The same effect is illustrated at the right where the
barrier is a silvered mirror. Can
you see the rule for the angles
involved in reflection?

REFRACTION
is the bending of waves when
they change speed. In both illustrations there are two regions where
the wave speeds are different. At
the left the ripples travel from
deep water to shallow water where
the speed is reduced. At the right,
light enters water where its speed
is 3/4 of its speed in air.

INTERFERENCE
• • is the combining of waves in a
given region. At the left, water
waves radiate from two arms bobbing
at the same frequency. The result
is; regions of no water motion (destructive interference) separated
by regions in which the waves are
twice as high (constructive interference). Similarly two light
sources of the same wavelength give
rise to an alternating light and
dark pattern.

DIFFRACTION
is the effect on waves produced
by regularly placed obstructions. At
the left ,the obstructions are pegs
in water. These cause the incoming
waves to bounce off in unexpected
directions. At the right, the pegs
are replaced by thousands of regular
scratches on the plastic of a transmissionqrating.
Similar unexpected
beamsresult.

MEASURING
HOW DO WE DESCRIBE

A WAVE?

Three important quantities come up whenever you talk abQut
a single pure wave -- its ~avetength~
speed and frequency.
These
are defined below:

waveZength. If you take a photoqraph of a pure wave, it will show
reqular repeatinq cycles. The distance between identical points of
two neiqhborinq cycles is the
waveZength. This is usually qiven
the Greek letter A (lambda) as in
the illustration opposite.

The distance between two adJacent crests is
caZZed waveZength. Each coZor has its own
particuZar ~eZength. _

Speed. If you take a second photoqraph an i~stant after the first,
you will see each cycle moved
over a bit. The distance moved divided by the time required is the
wave speed. The symbol c is often
used for wave speed. For liqht in
a vacuum c - 3 x 108m/sec.

Frequency. You stand still as a
wave moves past you and count the
number of complete cycles passinq.
This number per second is the
quency~ and is often qiven by the
symboi f. Frequency is measured
in cycles per second. This unit
used to be abbrevi'ated as cps, cycle.,or see-I. Now th~ units used
are Hertz (Hz) which simply means
cycles per second.

~X

"-'_,
~-:001 seconds
•.••.•••
e.
.tater
The distance a ~e crest trave Zs in one
second is its speed. Light traveZs more
sZOlJJZythrough matter and the speed of
diffBZ'Bnt waveZengths is diffepent.
wave

tre'l1:lIenaJj f

trefized point
The number of cpests that pass a point in one
second is the frequency. F'ztequencyUke lJJaveZength is diffepent fop diffezeent coZops.

LIGHT AS A WAVE
Since light behaves like w~ves, it is natural to measure its
wavelength. The wavelengths of light are extremely small, about
2/100,000 of an inch. Each pure color corresponds to a wave of a
different wavelength. Colors that are close together in a rainbow have wavelengths that are near each.other. Thus, spectral
colors can be classified and specified precisely by their wavelengths.
The speed of- light waves is incredibly high, 3 x 108 meters
per second, or 186,000 miles per second. That ~s 7.5 times a-round the earth in one second. No object, however small, can ever

go quite that fast; likewise, no signal or pulse can ever go faster.
This speed is the speed of light"in a vacuum. It is slightly less
in air, and much less, for most wavelengths, in glass and most other
transparent materials. This variation of speed with wavelength accounts for the dispersion by a priam, as we shall see.
Freq~ency oan also be\1sed to specifyligh.t colors. But only
frequency or wavelength need be used, since one determines the
other. Wavelength is much easier to measure, so it is more often
used. The frequency of li9ht is around five hundred million million
cycles per second (5 x 1()l4 Hz). At present this is impossible to
measure directly. In an importanoe sense, frequency is a more fundamental measure of light since, unlike wavelength, it does not 'depend
on the speed.

A BASIC WAVE RELATIONSHIP
Wavelength, frequency and velooity are not independent of one
another. There is a basic wave relationship among them so that if
two are known, the third is fixed. We shall now get this relationship.
TO simplify matters we need a new term, the
period T. A period is the time in seconds for a
complete cycle to pass. Period and frequency are
very simply related. If the period is 1/10 sec.,
it means that a oomplete cycle takes 1/10 sec.
Then there are 10 cyc;les per second and this is
the frequency. In general if the frequency is
x cycles per second the period is l/x sec •• T
and f are reciprocals. Put mathematically,

The rate formula
_ distance
spee d time
oan be used for

Tar·1
There is a 'simple relation between period,
T, wavelength, A, and speed, c. Remember that
for any unifo~m motion,
th SPEED' .the DISTANCE covered
e .'
.•
the TIME required •
A wave covers the distance of one complete cycle -- the wavelength, A -- in the time for
this cycle -- the period T. Doing this, it is
going at the speed of a wave, c. SUbstituting
in the basic,speed formula gives

=

c

=

c

1

0

A

= -T

or A

T and fare
inverses:

A

if·

Multiplying both sides by T, we can solve for A.
A = cT.
Now remove the periOd T since it was simply
introduced as a crutch~ Since they are equal,
substitute l/f for T and et
A.

So

wave

~elationship
This says just what we want, since it shows that
larger fr~quencies correspond to small wavelengths-.

T

:=

1

f ~

so
A :=

0

f ~

or
0

= fA.

= cT.

In orQer~o u.~ a spectrophotometer, we mus~ be able to.
assign numbers to Qifferent
parts of the spectrum. The rough
estimates we have been using
such as "blue-green" are not exact enough.
What we neeQ is a scale for.
light thats~rves as inches on a
ruler does for ordinary lengths.
Unfortunately, there are over a
dozen such scales in common use.
For our work here, we will use
the international standard unit.
We wiZZ de~aribe eZeatromagnetia'
radiation by its waveZength as
measured in nanometers. A nanometer (nm) is a tiny measure ,of
distance equal to' 10-9 meters. or
10-7 centimeters. The chart on .
the next page gives the wavelengths in nanometers for various
types of radiation.
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The international standard
iuuIual 1 nm
of length is,the meter. Since
(magnified
wavelength is a length it should
10.000.000
times)
be measured in meters. Since nano .
9
is the prefix signifying 10- ,' the
nanometer is.the proper unit. How.
ever, many other units are used. The most common competitive unit
is the Angstrom which is one tent~, of a nanometer, or 10 - °meters.
You will also run across the unitmiZlimiaron
(ap) which is
identical to a nanometer.

• meter

m
em

• centimeter

JlIl\

• millimeter
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•
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• 10-6

• 102 c:m
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meter

meter
micron
(short for
micrometer'
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••• nanometer
9
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6
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WAVELENGTH

CONVERSIONS

To cObvertwavelenqths
in nanometers to'wavelencjths in
other units of lenqth,~se the rules in the box below. Since
all other wavelenqth scales are in decimal units, the conversions are relatively simple.
To convert a wavelenqth f~'naftamet.r

m

10-9

centimeters

em

miorons

\.I

lO~'
10-3
1

to meters

multiply py

milltmicrons m\.l

o convert a wavelength to nanometers

m

10

centimeters

em

microns

\.I

10'
103

millimicrons

m\.l

o

Anqstroms

9

meters

multiply by

A

10

Anqstroms

A

The chart
Sometimes colors are expressed as freqUrncies.
below allows you to easily convert these to . or nm. The text
on paqe32 explains hqw to calculate these conversions more accurately than the .chartcan.

WAVELENGTHS.
.
nanometers
(nm)

Angstroms

1

0

(~)

2,

FREQUENCY

cy c 1es per
second
( HzJ

THECHART. With the use of thi.s chdrt, conversions between cormtonspectrophotometer units can be made quickly ~thout calcuLations. The only drawback is that it has less than two-digit accuracy.
To USB the chart, simply locate the kn07Am
quantity on one scale and
then draw an imaginary vBrtical line at that location to the scale of the
dBsirBd equivalent unit. A clear pLastic ruler ~ll be a great help in this.
For BZample, locate 4. Szl014 cycZes per second (Ha). Tracing a vertical line
upward shows that this is Bquivalent to 6,600 Angstroms.

.1

THE

WAVELENGTHS Of'

LIGHT

LIGHT AND WAVELENGTHS

Wavelength
Light that we pan see
..
.
. (nm)
has wavelengths between
400 nm and 700 nm. The
Ultra-violet/violet
386
chart at the right shows
Violetoel1ter
402
the approximate wavelength
Blue/violet
edge
424
c£ each of the colors we
Blue
center
468
have seen.
Green/blue edge
491
It is difficult to say
Green center
633
exactly what wavelength
Yellow/green edge
6'l6
each color is, because the
Yellow center
680
colors in the spectrum
Orange/yellow edge
686
merge slowly from one to an- Orange center
618
other. The chart at right,
Red/orange edge
84'1
which shows the accepted
Red 'center
890
ranges of the primary colRed/infra-red edge'
'130
ors, should not be taken too
seriously. First, 'as you
have seen, there is no sharp
boundary between colors. Secondly, within each prtm~ty eolor
range are a number of shades.
While noting these exceptions, it is interesting how uneven the color widths are. In particular, note how narrow yellow is compared to green and red. Does this correspond to your
laboratory observations?
Wavelengths can also be assigned to radiation that we cannot see. Radiation with wavelengths Zarger than the 10~gest red
is called infra-red. Radiation with wav,elengths.8maZZe~ than
the shortest violet is called uZtra-vioZet.
,

WAVE NUMBER
An altogether different-unit is often
used for light called the ~ave number, k.
The wave number is defined as the reciprocal
of the wavelength,
_ 1
k
r.
Most often this is given the units em-lor
reciprocal centimeters. For instance, a
1(r4em wavelength would be assigned a wave
number of lQ4 reciprocal centimeters.

k • 1

r·

'.

"

ANALYZING

YOUR

CURVES...
• •• USING

WAVELENGTHS

INTRODUCTIO~
The data .from,your experiment 'oan now be analyzed in terms
of wavelenqths.
The measu~ements consist of the locations of
colors produced from both aqra.tinq and a prism. The central
question is; What is the re.tation
between
the l,o.cation
of the
col,ors'and
their
wavel,engtn'J
for both the prism and grating?

GRAPHING YOUR DATA
The simplest way to analyze your data is to graph it. We
will graph the observed locations of each color on one axis and
the wavelength of the color on the other. Hopefully, the graph
of these points will reveal some simple relationship between
locations and colors.
An example of how to treat your data is provided below.
The data shown is similiar to yours, but applies to other dispersive elements. To plot your data in this fo~ follow the
simple steps below. Graph paper is provided at the end of
this section.
1.

Convert the COtor boundaries

2.

Graph theBe ~el,engths

3.

Dra1JJt1ul CUZ'lIBBfor both the prism

to wave-,
lengths in nananeters using the wavelength chart on the opposite page.

against the
distance each color appeared as measured fraD 1:hered -..;.infra-red boundary. Do this on the same graph for
both the prism and the grating.
Plot
distance on the vertical axis and
wavelengths on the horizontal.
and the grating. A straight edge or
draftsman's french curve maYhelp you
to obtain smooth·curves. Remelllber
that for the best curve, the number
of ~ints that a~e off the line above
(and their distance) equals the number that are off below.

4. Worite at the top of the gPaph the
color. corresponding to the wavelengths
along the horizontal axis. This
is useful to remind you where the
original data came fran.
5.

LabB'[,the a:r:es and place a title

6.

Dra1JJtwo horiaonta7, para7,7,e7,tines

on
the qraph to remind both yourself and
others what the graph is supposed to
show.
separated by the measured width of the
Oth order. This will gi.ve an indication of howwell yow: spectrophotometer
could separate two colors.

TYPICAL DATAfor two dispersive
e7,ements different
from those
you used.
1!hi' euggBst how you
7PfflII graph t1ul d4ta llOUhave
taken fz'am llOU%'e:epezeiment.

:liL

3/

DISPERSION

At this point, it is useful to aefine the word disl'ezt8ion.
to help you interpret your graph. Dispersion refers to the amount that the colors are spreaa out. It has an exaat mathematical definition which we will tackle later when we have better
data., For now, it is sufficient to say that the molts the co lO1'8
are spztead out~ the greatezt the di8p.ztsion. Look at youzt graphs
with this idea in mind. Howcan.you jUdge the dispersion from
the graphs? Which element has greater dispersion?
Several facts about the
dispersion in your <;raphs .are:
1.

2.

The di8pezt~~~n i8 pztopOzttional to the 8lope 'of youzt
graph. A steep slope implies that s~iqhtlydifferent wavelength colors are .
found at quite different
positions; this is what we
mean by "spread out". A
shallow slope means that
even widely sepArated color~
arefoun4 at nearly the
samEi!Posi~ion,.notspread
out. A horizontal line with
zero slope results from aa(jacent colors landing at the
same spot and is a case of
no dispersion or spreading
at all.

HIGH

DISPERSION '.

The di8per8ion of 80me dispezt8ive elements depends on
wavelength. If one of your
graphs is curved, then its
slope is changing. As a
consequence, the dispersion
is changing. In the graph
on page 36 the slope and
dispersion 'of"one is constant, but is changing for
the other.

STUDY QUESTIONS
Armed with these ideas, you shoula be better able to interpret your data. Try answering questions 5 through 9 on pa<;e 46
at this time.

RESOLUTION

INTRODUCT ION

Suppose your didymium filter had some very sharp details
around 600 am that looked like
the graph at the right.
These details would be completely lost in your student
spectrophotometer. They are too'
fine to be "seen" or ~esoZved
.
by this instrument. A precision
instrument which could resolve
details as small as .1 nm would
be needed; your instrument ca~not see details finer than
about 10 nm.

--"
598

..,.
599

.•..
600

--

601

602

Wavelength

DETAIL OF A SPECTRUM that you 7VOU Zd
miss with the student speat~ophotomete~ • .YouwouZd obseroe the dotted Zine with a ~esoZution of about
1 nm.

image of the
.nt~anoe sZit

THE BASIS OF RESOLUTION
The limiting factor in resolution is the width of the
image of the entrance slit at
the spectrum. You were asked to
measure this width in the second experiment. We will now use
that measurement to determine resolution.
An absolutely pure red light
(from a laser perhaps) would make
a rectangle on the card the same
width as the white light rectangle.
Both rectangles are images of the
entrance slit (see a and b at the
right). Two pure colors cannot be
clearly distinguished if they
overlap as in c. The colors can be
just distinguished, or resolved,
when their images just touch, as
in d. The distance between the
centers of these two rectangles is
the same as the width of either
rectangle. You can use your calibration chart to convert this distance into the difference in nanometers between the just-resolved
lights. This difference can be defined as the ~esoZution.

aa~dboa~d
sa.een

lmage of sZit
fo~ pu~e ~ed
"Light
'.age fo~
o~ange Zight

image fo~
600 nm light
image fo~
601 nm light

image fo~
600 nm light
imag_

fol'

(602) nm

"Light

You should now use your measured entrance slit image width
and calibration to determine the resolution Qf your saee~ophoto.meter for both a prism and a gratinqfdr
at least thr•• wavelengths. To help you, the calculation. ar. described here for
another spectrophotometer which as a 10 nun wide image of the slit.
Look at the point A at 400 nJll On the graph on page 36. Light
of that wavelength would be sprea4 5 mm above and. 5 nun below that
point. This corresponds to 384 nm and 416 nm. The resolution il3
then the difference between these, 38 nm. A similar analys.ts for
the prism shows its resolution at 400 nm to be only 17 nM.
1.

Determine the :f'esolutionof your prism and grating
at the following wavele1'lCJ~h8:
400 nm
550 nm
700 run

2.

Record your results in the space provided on the page
at the end of this section.

From your data which dispersive
in the red? in the blue?

element has higher resolution

INTRODUCTION
Physicists are always asking how
things work. Prisms and gratings are
no exception. 'In fact, they illustrate
some extremely important ideas. Therefore, we will take a short break from
the spectrophotometer to briefly explore these ideas.

PRISMS:
The first question to ask about
prisms is why light bends or refracts
when it enters glass. The answer has to
do with the fact that the speed of light
is slower in the glass. You can see this
same effect in the following imaginary
experiment.

A MARCHING

BAND REFRACTS

Imagine a marching band which has
been given two orders:
March at half speed on the grass.
Always keep your shoulder in line
with the man on each side.
Now, look at what happens when the
band approaches the edge of the grass
at an angle. The sketches at left are
an aerial view of the situation. Look
carefully at the first row. As the second sketch shows, the first two players on the grass. lag behind the row because they are marching slowly. To obey
order '2, they must turn leftward and
AN ANALOGY. If the band
march
at a different angle. This illusgoes slower in the
tration
is only an analogy. However, it
grass~ it must bend.
does
show
what happens to light1 it is
Substitute light waves
bent
when
it enters a region in which
for the rows of players~
it
goes
more
slowly. This effect is
and glass for grass.
called
refraotion.
Then you sse why light
bends if it must go
The important point is that the aslower.
mount of bending, or refraction
depends
. on the speed in the glass (or grass).
The index of refraction
is a number you will often encounter. It
gives the relative speed of light in a material. It is simply
the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum, c, to the speed of
light in the material, v. If n is the index of refraction, then,
c
n=-1

v

Values of n for common materials are given in the graph on the
opposite page.

The index of refractiQn does not explain the way a-prism separates colors. One more, idea is needed. The missing key is the followinq:
'
For a givenmaterial#
the
speed of light
is differBnt
for diffBrent
~avelength
••

This effect which you observed in your experiment
is called dispersion.
Since ~
light bending depends on the
speed of light, different
I.•'
wavelengths are bent differl'
ent amounts. Therefo;e, it
is dispersion which causes
a prism to form a spectrum.
,The graph opposite shows oc I."
how the speed-of light
changes with wavelength for
various prism materials.
Wavelengths for which the
speed is changing most
•••
100
rapidly are spread apart
WO\lelength (nm)
most. You can see why the
blue end of your prism
LIGHT $PEEDVARIATIONScaUse the ind~
spectrum is more spread
of refraction
to be different
for difout than the red. Compare
ferent
ruavBZengths
of
tight.
This
the shape of the curve for
graph
s~s
the
intia:
of
refraction
light flint glass with
for various materi.ats used- in prisms
your dispersion curve for
and lenses.
the prism.

!

i

DISPERSION

IN PRISMS

DispersiQn is not seen in window glas8 because the light bends
one way on entering the 'glass and the other way on leaving it. This
cancels the dispersion. A prism is constructed as it is so that the
light must bend the sam. way entering and leaving the glass. According to our previous d1scussion, light travels mor. slowly in glass
than in air. Therefore it bend. toward the perpendicular when it enters glass but away from the perpendicular when it enters air. Notice
how the design of the prism results in a double bending of the light.
In fact the 600-600-600 pri~ you used is the shape that gives ~he
greatest dispersion of the spectrum for the least 10s8 of light.
Mate;-ial
Air
Ice
Water
Ethyl Alcholol
Plexiqlass
Common Salt

Ref;-active
Index
1.0028
1.31
1.33
1.36
1.49
1.54

The indez of refraction
for
some cormronmaterials for
yet~
tight.

Flat JH.ndo~

Glass

A reflection grating consists
of many parallel strips of mirror
separated by scratches. To understand how it works, let's look at
a single mirror strip first.
Each mirror strip is so narrow that it does not reflect light
in the usual manner. Instead, it
reflects rings of waves, as shown
in the view-from-above at left .

• A TWO STRIP GRATING
.Two neighboring mirror strips
each send out similar rings. The
'illustration below shows this
(while omitting the incoming wave
for clarity). The illustration
shows vivid light and dark rays
which are caused by the crossing
of the two sets of concentric rings.
This illustration is identical to
the water wave picture of interferenae on page • Take a moment to
look at that photograph.
TWO MIRROR REFLECTION
Now let's look carefully at
the drawing. The black rings in the
drawing mark the crests or high
points of the waves, and the white
areas mark the valleys or low
points. At the lighter regions of
the drawing the black rings from
the two mirrors lie on top of each
other. Here the crest 'of a wave
from one mirror adds to a crest
from the other. This is called aonstruative interferenae and results
in a stronger wave where the drawing
lighter. On the other hand,
the darker regions in the drawing
occur when crest is added to valley. There the waves cancel rdestruative interferenae) and there
is no light •...
To summarize: There is light
at the light region in the drawing
but no light in the dark regions.

is

The light areas make several beams of light. One beam comes
back perpendicular to the mirrors. This is called aeroth order
beam. On either side are symmetric beams of first order, and so
on. Look closely at the first order. If you count rings, you will
see that the fifth ring from the nearer mirror overlaps the sixth
from the farther mirror. This is true for all the rings in the
first order: you are always one ring, or wavelength, farther from
one mirror than the other. This is what causes the first order -a one-waveZength
difference
between the distances
to the two mirrors.

ORDER ANGLE

AND WAVELENGTH

This fact makes it possible to
relate the wavelength to the angle
the first order makes with the zeroth
order. The point P on the first order
is a distance d from mirror number
one, Ml, and d,'from M2. The mirrors
are a distance a apart. All we know
about d and d' is that their difference is A, one wavelength. This allows us to construct the right triangle in the illustration. For this
triangle

. e

S1.n

= -A

•

a
The important point is that the
equation requires that different wavelengths go through different angles.

REAL GRATINGS

THE GEOMETRY OF REFRACTION. The
lower beam must troavel one waveZength farther to reach P than
the upper one.

Diffraction gratings can be
thought of as being made of many strip
mirrors placed next to each other. The
center of each mirror is exactly a
distance a from its neighbors. Every
pair of strips produces a beam at an
angle e that satisfies the equation
above. Thus the strips all add and also produce a beam at that angle. Thus,
the grating obeys the same equation as
two strip mirrors.
The important point here is that
the angle e , depends on A. Thus, different wavelength
light will be bent
through different
angles.

OPTIONAL

EXPERIMENT:

Usinq the set-up you have used, measure e for
yellow liqht. Calculate a from the fact that
the qratinq has 13,400 lines per inch. Then
calculate the wavelenqth of yellow liqht. Careful measurements of this sort are the best way
to determine wavelenqths.

A GRATING is equivalent to many
parallel mirror strips each the
same distance~ a~ apart. It
obeys the same equation as two
mirror strips.

In this and the preceding chapter you built a simple spectrophotometer and used it to make approximate transmission
8peatra.
Since the key to spectrophotometers is the dispersion
eLement, you then examined both the grating and prism in greater
detail to understand what effect they have on light. You found
that both break up white light into its component colors and arrange these in order of their waveZengths.
With the grating
there is a simple, straight line relationship between wavelength
and the location of a given color.. The prism on the other hand
compresses the red end of the spectrum. The physics behind
these two elements was briefly covered •
•
You learned how to assign numbers to colors. These numbers
are based on the fact that light acts like waves. Colors as well
as non-visible radiation can be named by their wavelengths.
These wavelengths are short, so special units of length, including the nanometer and Angstrom, are used.
Our simple spectrophotometer is not accurate enough for
practical Use. Before building a more accurate one, we must
learn some optics -- the first subject of the next chapter. After
this you will build a better spectrophotometer and make an accurate transmission spectrum of a didymium filter.

1.

Which colors are alwaya.left in the spectrwnby
ing,,f11ters ~

2.

What color filters would give the following transmission
spectra?

3.

Which of the ,following transmission spectra belong to a
filter which stops infrared radiation?
a)

b)

I:

f

.2
•••
•••
'E
•••
I:

......•..

•...Ii!

••

..

700
Wavelength

the follow-

c)

1 1700

400

700

(nm)

4.

Look at the commercial spectrophotometer on page
Identify each of the five basic components in it.

5.

Which of the colors in the spectrum covers the largest
range of wavelengths? Which covers the smallest wavelength range?

6.

What determines the order of colors in a spectrum?

7.

Is blue light bent less or more than red by a prism?
by a grating? 'Why?

8.

Does either the prism or the grating have approximately
constant dispersion? (Look at your data) Which?

9.

Why; is the dispersion of a prism not constant?

10.

Which dispersive element has the greater over-all dispersion?

11.

For what colors are the dispersions of the prism and
grating approximately equal?

12.

Which of the graphs on page 36 migbtbe from a9ratinq?·
How would this grating differ from yours in terms. of dispersion? Which would be better to use to obtain t.he
widest spectrum?
'

13.

Suppose that there were substances A,
B & C that had speed of l.iqht/wavelength dependences as shown at right.
If prisms were made from each substance, how would they disperse the
light?

14.
15.

15

1

Why are small values of resolution
Wavelength
desirable?
Why can't you resolve pure color. when the images of their
entrance slits overlap?

1.

What are the five 'basic components in ever spectrophotometer?

2.

Describe each of the spectrophotometer components
used in the first experiment.

3.

What are the limits to the wavelength range of both
prismsancS gratings? What is the physif,:sbehind
these limits?

4.

Draw a diagram of the electromagnetic spectrum showing the range of wavelength for the infrared, visible
and ultraviolet and describe the properties of eaoh
type of radiation.

5.

Describe why four important characteristics of light
(reflection, refraction, interference and diffraction)
are consistent with a wave model for light.
Convert the following wavelengths to nanometers (lUll):·
o
b) • 64~
c) 48lmll
a) 3S80A
d)

7.

e) 1.7 x 10-Scm

4.3 it 10-7m

Convert 431 nm to:
a) Angstroms
b)

II

f) 358.4lnm

8.

9.

The entire visible epectrum is in the range from 400nm to
700~.
What; is this range expressed in:
a)

Anqstroms?

b)

frequency?

c)

wavenumbers?

d)

meters?

What color is each of the followinq?
a) 4S0nm
b) 19,OOOem-l
c)

5 x 1014HZ

d)

6.75 x lO-Scm

11.

Which dispersive element that you measured had the
best (i.e., smallest)~esolution?
For which w.velenqth?

12.

Which element had constant resolution? Why?

13.

What determines the useful ranqe of prisms
& qz;-atinqs?

Table

of. di'.st-anee- vecrs;us'col0,rfor
,

Table

comparing

a grati·ng

,a:n'dapri

the, spectra

produced

by

sm.

the dispersive
properties
a prism.

of a grating

and

Resolu·tion

of the

prism and grating
at w,velengths
550. and 700nm.

of 400.

SPECTROPHOTO~ETER ANALYSIS

So far we have concentrated on prisms and gratings.
We now
ask how they are used in spectrophotometer systems to produce
good quality spectra.
We will use these ideas to make a better
spectrophotometer.
And when we understand how the system works,
we will ask the more important question, how weZZ does a given
system work.
A monochromator is designed around the dispersive element the prism or grating.
In essence every monochromator uses a dispersive element to make a spectrum.
Once you have the spectrum,
you can get pure colors by letting part of the spectrum through
the exit slit. All the optics before this is designed to project a high quality, intense spectrum onto the exit slit.
You may be puzzled because this is a module on the spectrophotometer and yet we seem to be most interested in monochromators.
The point is that for our purposes there really isn't much difference between the two. A spectrophotometer is essentially a
monochromator with a light source hung on one end and a sample
and light detecting system hung on the other end. Other 'modules
concentrate more on these other elements of a spectrophotometer.

WHY

THE

OPTICS?

HOW DO YOU MAKE A GOOD SPECTRUM?
Because of effects we have neglected, both prisms and gratings work best with parallel light. So most monochromators start
by making parallel light using a slit and either a lens or a
spherical mirror.
This makes parallel light for the dispersive
element. Since parallel light comes in to the dispersive element,
parallel light will also come out. Thus, another lens or
spherical mirror is used to focus this parallel light. The exit
slit is placed at this focus.
The block diagram below summarizes
within almost every spectrophotometer:

FUNCTION:

11.

Make White Light

+
2.

I

I

Lamp and Condense1'

+

I

Disperse The
Light

+
P1'ism 01' G1'ating
t

10•
.

6.

Pass

•

Color

Measure The Light
Intensity

I

Lens (or Spheriaal
Mirror)

Foaus The
Speatrum

•
One

I

First Slit and Lens (or
Spheriaal Mirror)

Render The Light
Parallel

+
4.

functions

ELEMENT:

t
3.

the essential

I

I

t'
E;r:it SZi t

I

Detecto1'

+

I
I

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
found in almost every speatrophotometer.
The
first four steps spread light out into a speatrum~ and th~ fifth
stops all but a small and almost pure part of that speatrum.

The system functions outlined on the previous page
can be seen in operation in the schematic diagram below.
LIGHT SOURCE
ENTRANCE

COLLIMATING

MIRROR

SLIT

\
\

f must be the focal
length of the
mi'l''l'o'l'.

The purpose of the first
mirror is to take white
light which diverges
from the first slit .••

.••so that it will all strike
the grating (or prism) at the
same angle.
Different colors come off
at different angles from the
grating but all the light of
a given color is parallel.
The paths of red & blue
light from the grating are
shown opposite.
Only when the second mirror is focused on the exit
...•.•.••.•.
slit will the parallel
light be focused there .•• FOCUSING MIRROR............
The second mi'l''l'o'l'
'l'e:::----..........
~
..•different points on the
ve'l'ses
the
effect
of
~
"
exit slit for different
the fi'l'st and focuses
t'be;;---~
colors.
pa'l'allel light to a
/ ~
point.

II

EXIT SLIT

All the light except blue
is blocked by the exit slit.
Moving the slit or rotating
the grating would let other
colors _throuq!l_.

I

The second slit then
lets only one colo'l'
through, blocking
the rest.
_

VARIATIONS

ON

A

THEME

A LENS MONOCHROMATOR
The schematic diagram on the previous page is not the only
way to produce a good spectrum.
If lenses are substituted for
spherical mirrors you get a monochromator like the one on the
opposite page. Other variations would result from substituting
a prism for the grating.
Diagrams of prism monochromators are
found later in the module.
Other variants will also be discussed. The important point, though, is that they aZl need to use
parallel
light.

A WORD ABOUT

LENSES

& SPHERICAL

You don't need a
the use of lenses and
and spherical mirrors
they both perform the
lowing:
Cottimation:

MIRRORS

thorough grounding in optics to understand
spherical mirrors in monochromators. Lenses
are both found in monochromators because
same two tasks. They both can do the fol-

Collimating the light corning from the
first slit, simply means making the
light beam parallel;
Focusing the parallel light corning
from the grating or prism to a point
on the exit slit.

The sketches below show both a lens and a spherical mirror
doing each task: in each ilZustration
f represents
the focal
Zength of the lens or mirror and P respresents the position of
the slit.

FOCUSING

COLLIMATION

r-

If

Light diverging from a point P
a distance f behind the lens
emerges paraUeZ.

Light diverging from a point P
a distance f in front of the
spherical mirror emerges paralZeZ.

SPHERICAL
MIRRORS

f

--,

Paraltel light is focused to
a point P at a distance f
from the lens.

If,

ParalZeZ light is focused to
a point P at a distance f
from the sphericaZ mirror.

The illustration below shows a monochromator
identical
to that on page 51 except that lenses are used instead of
spherical mirrors to collimate and focus the light.

The purpose of the
first lens is to
take the white light
which naturally diverges from the first
slit •••
•••and render
parallel .••

COLLIMATING LENS

Only uhen this
lens has the sLit
at its focus witt
the light leave the
Lens paratteL.

it

•••so that it will all
strike the diffraction
grating (or prism) at
the same angle.

~

'/
/
~

/<~Ib

'\i

~

~:'1

0l "/
,Jl

~Ib}./ ~Ib
'VJ""

/

\.:

'?'
/'FOCUSING

LENS

This lens refocus the paraLleL Light onto the
exit sLit. Different
ooZors foous at different points.
EXIT SLIT

The Beoond sZit
then Zets onZy one
ooZor through, and
blooks the rsst.

Here different colors
come off at different angles.

All the light of a
single color is
parallel.
So the second lens
reverses the first
and focuses this
parallel light at different points on the
exit slit for different colors.

AN

EXP'ERIMENT TO BlJlL'D A" 'BETTER SPECTROPHOTOMETER

Our objective is to understand hoW well spectrophotometer
systems work.
The best way to get at this is to build the best
spectrophotometer
system we can. We will then use this system
and determine from experiences what the short comings and limitations are. While better systems can be built, they too will be
subject to limitations, as we will discover.
The next four pages
describe in detail how to set up the student spectrophotometer.
Following that are two pages that describe one of many possible
experiments that we could perform with this instrument.
In order
for this spectrophotometer to be really useful, it is necessary
to be able to measure the wavelength of any light that may go
through it. To determine which settings on the instrument correspond to which wavelength, we need to aaZibrate the spectrophotometer. The calibration procedure is explained in the last two
pages of the experiment.
Care and patience is required in this laboratory because
every step must be performed accurately before going on to the
next. Otherwise your errors will accumulate, and you will not
have an accurate instrument.

Obtain the tempZate titled REFLECTION GRATING SPECTROPHOTOMETER (shown below) and tape it securely to the monochromat,or
box. (Your instructor'may ask you to set up a different monochromator system and will provide you with the proper template).
The alignment steps ar~
separated into four phases.
I

- FOCUSING THE LIGHT
SOURCE
II - ALIGNING THE MONOCHROMATOR
III - ILLUMINATING THE PHOTODETECTOR
IV - ADJUSTING THE AMPLIFIER
Follow these steps carefully to
obtain an accurate alignment of
your spectrophotometer
system.
If you are using an optical
monochromator system different
from that shown you will have
to modify the steps of phase II.

A REFlECTION

, GRATING
5P£C1"IlOPHOIOM

The Zayout of aomponents for
the refZeation grating speatrophotometer.

OBJECTIVES:

The purpose of the light source is to provide a high
intensity source of white light for the monochromator.
To do
this a spherical mirror is used to gather as much of the output
of the bulb as possible and concentrate it on the entrance slit.
In practice this means to form an image of the bulb filament
that just fills the entrance slit. This is your objective in
aligning the light source box. The following steps and the diagram below may help you.
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image of bulb filament
THE LIGHT SOURCE. The bulb
and mirror must be adjusted
to throw the largest possible amount of light on the
slit. This ocaurs when an
image of the filament is
focused on the slit.

1
1.

SETTING UP: Open the light source bo~ and observe tne general arrangement.
By loosening the screw in the back you can change the position and the
angle of the spherical mirror. You can also rotate the filament. Be sure
the entrance slit is properly positioned on tne monochromator table,
with its white side to~rd the tight.

2.

IMAGING THE FILAMENT (Coarse): TUrn on the light source but be careful
not to look at the filament. for ve~y long since it is quite bright. Keep
your ~ye on the entrance slit as you try to image the filament.
Rotate the mirror and move it back and forth until you have a
good image of the filament on the entrance slit.
Rotate the filament and observe what happens to the image. Leave
it where you get the sharpest image (roughly what you see in the diagram) .
TUrn the entrance slit Ql'ound (black side to light source) when
you have achieved the best image with the mirror.
FINE ADJUSTMENT: Move the slit back and forth until again you get the best
image. If you have to move it more than 1/4" from its initial position
you should go back and readjust the mirror.
Place a white CQl'd centered on the line after the entrance slit
and observe the light coming from the slit. Make fine adjustments of
the slit until the image is centered, bright and uniform on the card.

3.

Close the light source cover.

OBJE~TIVE~:

The purpose of the monochromator is to disperse the
wh1te 11ght from the source into its component colors in such
a way that the operator can select anyone of them to exit to
the sample. The mirrors (flat and spherical) are used to get
the colors pure and concentrated on ·the exit slit. A simple
way to achieve the proper mirror align~ent is to replace the
dispersive element with a flat mirror, and then to form an
image.of th7 entrance slit on the exit slit. When you put
the d1spers1ve element back, your optics should be in good
alignment. This is your objective here and again the diagram
and steps below may provide a guide.

THE MONOCHROMATOR.
The template showing the positions
of components
should be taped securely to the box. Each
component,
starting with 81,
must be adjusted to pass the
maximum light squarely on to
the next.

1.

SETTING UP: Place thIScomponents in their proper positions on the monochromator table, putting a flat mirror in place of the grating. Have
" white side of the exit slit facing inward. Each component can be
the
rotated to direct the light to the next component and tilted to be
sure the light travels parallel to the base.

2.

IMAGING THE ENTRANCE SLIT (Coarse): For aligning the components use a
white card to trace the light path. Be sure the light beam is centered
both horizontally and vertically at each step.
Fipst place the card in front of the spherical mirror M2' (centered on the light path line) and rotate and tilt Ml until the light spot
is centered on the card.
Next place the card in front of M;5 and spherical.mirr02' M2. Continue this process from component to component until an image of the
entrance slit appears on the exit slit. Be sure each component remains
near its designated spot.

3.

FINE ADJUSTMENT: A fine adjustment of the system may be made by moving
the exit slit back and forth until the smallest (and brightest) image
appears on the exit slit. If the system is perfectly aligned, the image
of the entrance slit should exactly match the size and shape of the
exit slit and all of the light will pass through.
Close the monochromator top and introduce smoke into the chamber,
and compare your light path with the diagram.

OBJECTIVES:

You have now set up most of the optical components
in the spectrophotometer.
However, the photometer part of the
spectrophotometer
is still missing. Your strategy here is to
get the maximum amount of light falling on the photo-detector.
This may require some fiddling with the mirrors 4 & 5 and slit
2. The final proof of your ability to get light into the
photo-detector will be the amplifier and meter which essentially measures the current produced by the photo-detector. There
should be enough light on your photo-detector to cause the
amplifier to read full scale throughout the visible spectrum
and well into the infrared.

box secupeZy
fastened to
monochromator
tabZe
cruvette holder
and shutter

THE PHOTO-DETECTOR.
Mirrors
M4 and MS as well as the
slit 82 may have to be adjusted to have the light
strike the photo-detector
squareZy.

photo-detector
inside black
casing

1.

SETTING UP: Open the detector box and remove the cuvette holder.

2.

FLOODING THE PHOTO-DETECTOR: If the light does not fall squarely on the
photo-detector, rotate mirrors M4 and MS togetherl changing the angle
of incidence of the image on the exit slit until the detector is uniformly lighted.
Replace the cuvette holder when this is done. Rotate it and note
how it acts as a shutter. With the shutter open, the detector inside
the housing should be brightly lighted.

3.

ADJUSTING THE GRATING: Replace the mirror M3 on the turn table with the
diffraction grating.
Rotate it so that the Oth order (white light) falls on M4 producing an image of the entrance slit on the exit slit.
Tilt the grating so that the image is centered on the exit slit.
Make a fine adjustment to produce the best image by moving S2 back and
forth.
Does the light still fall squarely on the detector?
Rotate the grating counter-clockwise until the 1st order spectrum
falls on the exit slit. Be sure that as you scan the colors, each fully
illuminates the exit slit and strikes the photo-detector as it passes.
CZose the deteotor box and introduce smoke into the chamber. How
well are your components aliqned?

IV.
ADJUSTING THE AMPLIFIER
OBJECTIVES: With the monochromator set up and the system properly
aligned, it is important that the electronics be operating properly and that the system has sufficient wavelength range for
your measurement. Your objective here is to properly adjust the
amplifier and meter and to set the dial and position the grating
for the measurement.
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THE METER should be able
to register
a full scale
deflection
throughout
the
visible and well into the
infrared.

OFF'rnjON
AMPLIFIER/ METER

ADJUSTING THE METER: Plug the meter into the black and blue terminals of the
detector box, being careful not to bump the monochromator.

Close the shutter and turn on the meter.
Adjust the Zero Set to read 0 on the scale with the Gain turned all
the way up.

Open the shutter and the needle should peg at 100\. If it goes in the
other direction, the meter is probably plugged in backwards. Reverse the
terminals.
2.

CHECKING THE RANGE: Rotate the grating back and forth to scan the spectrum by
the exit slit. The meter should stay pegged from well into the blue to at
least a half inch into the infrared. If it doesn't, either the batteries in
the detector are low or your optical alignment is not good. Have your instructor check this out with you. The Range of your instrument is determined
by the range of wavelengths (from ultraviolet to infrared) over which your
detection system will register 100\.

3.

SETTING THE DIAL AND GRATING BY HAND: Set the monochromator dial to read zero.
Rotate the grating so that at least 1/2 inch of the infrared can be
scanned by the monochromator as shown below.
Close the monochromator cover.

THE SPECTRUM ON THE SLIT shou ld
look like this when the monochromator dial is set at zero.

Turn the dial to scan the spectrum past the slit. Be sure that you
go at least to the violet/ultraviolet boundary. If the dial reaches the
end, turn the grating by hand so that the boundary is to the right of
the slit.
Return the spectrum to its original position with the dial so that
the dial reads zero and the spectrum is positioned as shown.
Close the monochromator cover. You are now ready to make a measure-

AN EXPERIMENT USING YOUR SPECTROPHOTOMETER:
We will use our spectrophotometer
for a simple experiment
which illustrates the value of these instruments.
In this experiment the spectrophotometer
extends our senses
in two ways. First, it can measure ·large differences in two filters, which appear to be almost the same. Secondly, it measures
the "color" of the filters beyond the range of our eye. The two
filters to be used in this experiment are:
A. The didymium filter,
B. Filter #849, a pale blue filter that looks almost
identical to the didymium filter.

PROCEDURE: Follow the steps in the flow diagram below to obtain your data. On the following page is a sample data table
for this experiment. Use the designated page at the end of
this section for your data table.
Read the oounter,
Record the number
on the counter dial
on the monochromator.

Advanoe the oounter

Observe the ooZor

Increase the number
on the counter dial

Record the color of
light passing through
the exit slit.

by 50.

Zero the meter
With the shutter closed
adjust the "zero adjust"
dial until the meter
reads zero.

Insert FiZ tel'A
Drop filter A into
the slot in the source
box. Record the position of the meter needle. Remove the filter.

Adjust the gain
Open the shutter and
turn the "% Transmission"
dial until the meter reads
100.

if you
oan

THE FLOW DIAGRAM above outUnes the basio steps in taking data for
the speotrum of two fiZters~ ZabeZed A and B.

The numbers recorded for the filters are the percent of light
transmitted at each different color.
The way we adjusted the meter,
if no light were absorbed, the meter would read 100 -- meaning 100%
was transmitted.
Similarly, if the meter read 0, it would be the
same as totally blocking the light with the shutter indicating 0%
was transmitted.
If the meter read 50, half the light would be absorbed, half, or 50%, transmitted.

What color does each of the
transmit most? Is this exactly
color of the filters when you
look at them? What color would
filter transmit most?

%

'DI""I

So, without any work, you can
look at the numbers and see that
while the two filters may look similar to the eye, they are not the
same. This means that the spectrophotometer has measured quantitativeZy differences between the two.
To demonstrate the differences more
clearly, graph the % transmission
for the two filters against dial
reading as illustrated below. This
graph is called a Transmission
Speatrum. Use the graph paper at the
the end of this section for your
transmission spectrum.
From the graph, answer the following questions:
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POSSIBLE DATA shofJnas a student
might have reaorded it.

What color has the greatest difference in transmission between
the two? Why doesn't this affect the color that the filters appear
to be? •••Or does it?
1. Several additional filters are
supplied. Guess the transmission
spectrum of each and then measure
it, repeating the procedure above.
2. Transpareat objects simply do
not absorb the light we can see.
However, the spectrophotometer can
measure absorption beyond the visible. Find some transparent materials
--plastic, cellophane, glass-- and
measure their transmission spectra.
Obtain thick samples for the greatest effect. Cellophane can be made
thick by folding many layers together.

TRANSMISSION
SPECTRA for two
seemingZy simiZar, but quite
different,
fiZters.

3. Sunglasses are common filters.
One extremely important function of
sunglasses is to cut out harmful
ultraviolet. Obtain a pair of sunglasses and see if they do indeed
cut out ultraviolet.

THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER

CALIBRATING

We have stated that we shall use nanometers to measure light.
But how is it done?
How do you determine the precise wavelength
in nanometers of the light being detected in the spectrophotometer?
We measured the wavelength in dial settings.
The process of
determining the relation between dial settings and wavelengths is
called caZibration.
The simplest method of calibration is to find
sharp features on a known spectrum.
For instance, sunlight has a
sharp dip at 527 nm, and yellow in a flame has a sharp peak at
589 nm.
One of the filters you used in the experiment is called a
fiZter and is often used for spectrophotometer calibration.
It has several sharp drops and peaks whose wavelength is
known exactly.
So, you have already done most of the work involved in calibrating the spectrophotometer.
Compare your spectrum for the didymium filter to the spectrum below obtained using
a commercial spectrophotometer. Note that the t~o curves are mir-

didymium

ror images of each other!
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Transmission Spectrum of Didymium GZass PiZter as taken
from a Beckman DU Spectrophotometer.

The spectrum is like a finger print which has several key
identification points. The wavelengths of these key points are
already known so you can use them to find the wavelength of
your spectrum. You should see at least the following identifying points:
1)

The large valley in the yellow, which is centered
at 580 nm.

2)

The peak on the green side of the large valley
which occurs at 555 nm.

3)

The dip in the far red, centered at 685 nm.

4)

The dip in the infrared at 740 nm.

Compare your didymium spectrum with the one shown and see if
you can see these points. What additional points can you identify?

DRAWING THE CALIBRATION

GRAPH---

The purpose of calibration is to be able to translate dial
settings into nanometers. This will be done by drawing a graph
called a aaZibration graph. This is a graph of dial setting against wavelength in nanometers. It, therefore, immediately
gives the values of wavelength in nanometers for any dial setting. The graph is constructed from the key identification
points on the didymium filter.
An ExampZe:

Let us work through an example of calibration so
you can calibrate your readings.
1.

2.

3.

Make a tabZe like the one on the next page.

Use the designated page at the end of this
section for your graph. This shows the dial
readings from the spectrum for each of the
known key features of the didymium spectrum.
You should be able to identify at least 8
features.
Graph the diaZ settings against the wavelengths as shown. Use the graph paper at the
end of this section.
Draw a straight tine through the points that
gets the closest possible to all the points.

You can now read the value in Angstroms for any
dial setting. For instance, the graph shows that
dial setting 700 corresponds to 654 nm.
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Table of dial readings at whioh
key features of your didymium
speotrum appear. Comparing your
speotrum with the published
speotrum lets you determine the
exaot wavelength of these features. Fro. the table a oalibration graph for your speotrophotometer oan then be drawn.

RECALIBRATION:

If you want to set up this same spectrophotometer
again at a later time you can use your results
here to calibrate it more quickly the second time.
You only have to use a single feature on the didymium filter to recalibrate.
Here's how it works: Suppose you wanted to
use the big dip in the spectrum at yellow in the
example above. You would then set the·dial at 970
and then rotate the grating, on its base, by hand
until that feature was on the exit slit. You could
determine when the feature was exactly on the
slit first by eye but then by using the meter and
amplifier attached to the photo-detector.
If you
do this all correctly, then each of the other key
features should appear at the dial settings observed when you first calibrated the spectrophotometer. For instance, the dip at 685 nm should then
occur at 500, the peak at 710 nrn. at 400 and so on.

A REVIEW
USEFULNESS ••••

Of

YOUR EXPERIMENT: WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?

TWO

MAJOR

APPLICATIONS

You have obtained the transmission spectrum
filters.
So what?
What good are they?

for each of two

.
Look at your two spectra and compare them to the way the two
f~lters look. Although the filters look similar to the eye, the
spectra are quite different.
In particular, the spectrum for the
didymium filter has a very unique and complicated pattern.
These
spectra are somewhat like fingerpririts. There are catalogues of
thousands of these spectra taken from all kinds of filters and
~iquids ~nd each spectrum is unique and distinguishable.
Thus,
~f you d~d not know your filter was didymium you could have gone
to one of these catalogues and found it there, and unambiguously
identified your filter.

Thus, one of the most important applications of spectrometers
is in identifying substances by means of their transmission spectra. Extending this idea you can see that it is possible to identify one substance in the presence of several others.
Thus, for
example, it is possible to identify small amounts of sodium dissolved in a complicated liquid, such as beer. This can be done
because sodium has a unique absorbtion spectrum.
The gas helium was first discovered on the sun using spectral
analysis.
Before anyone had ever found this gas on earth, scientists knew its spectrum.
Looking at the sun, they found the spectrum there.
Thus, this gas was given the Greek name for the sun ~
helios.
At this point your teacher could, in principle, mix together
a solution of four or five different chemicals that you never
heard of and give it to you and ask you to determine which chemi~
cals were in the solution by means of their transmission spectrum.
In practice, this identification would be extremely difficult.
You would end up with a spectrum that had twenty or more peaks or
valleys and you would not know which features of the spectrum wer~
due to which compound.
The situation would be somewhat like listening to five people speaking at once and trying to keep track of
what each one was saying all the time. The moral is that qualitative analysis is useful but limited to identifying one or two unknowns at a time.
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A spectrophotometer
can be used to determine what is in an
unknown substance.
Each substance has its own unique spectrum,
as suggested in the drawing above.
Even when two substances are
mixed the individuaZ substances can be identified in the mixture's spectrum.
For instance, A's two edges at 435 nm and 530
nm can be seen in the mixture's spectrum.
AZso the four absorbtion maxima from B at 481 nm, 569 nm, 589 nm and 589.6 nm can be
seen in the mixture's spectrum.

One other important application of spectrophotometers is in
finding out how muah of each substance is present. You can well
imagine that if we put two didymium filters together they would
absorb twice as much light and each of the valleys would be twice
as deep in your transmission spectrum. Similarily if you compare
two solutions containing sodium, one with twice as much as the
other, you can see that the one with twice as much sodium would
absorb twice as much light.
This application is called quantitative analysis because you
can determine the quantity of unknown substances that are present.
This is extremely important in many chemical and medical applications. For instance, one can easily and quickly determine with
great accuracy the amount of sugar in the blood of a diabetes victim from the spectrum of a very small sample of his blood.
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A speatrophotcmeter
aan be used to determine how muah of a substanae is present. The more that is present, the more light it will
absorb. By measuring the amount of light absorbed at a partiaular
wavelength you aan figure out the quantity of any substanae that
must be present.
In the top sketah, above, there is a valley at 420 nm representing 50% absorbtion. In the lower portion of the sketah, twiae as muah
material is present in the same solution. Thus, an additional 50% of
the 50% is absorbed, se that only 25% is transmitted at the 420 nm
valley. Note that the loaations of the speatral features are not
ahar.ged, only their depth and shape.

(OPTIONAL)

THEORY INTO PRACTICE.... COMMERCIAL REFINEMENT
INTRODUCTION
Too often in your studies, what you learn about something in
school is of little direct value when you face a real like problem. For instance, you may learn about combustion engines and
still not know how to begin fixing your car. The problem is often
that the real thing is too complex looking. All those added convenient gadgets - like power steering, pressurized cooling, electronic ignition, etc. - hide or conceal what you really know. All
this complexity doesn't change how an engine works, it just makes
it harder to see.

THE BECKMAN

IR9 SPECTROPHOTOMETER

The same thing happens in commercial monochromators and
spectrophotometers.
Added gadgets make them easier to work, but
hide the essential parts. However they cannot change the principles
of operation we have developed in this module. For example, look at
the complex instrument below. All those mirrors, lenses and motors
make it hard to find the spectrophotometer.
But it is there. Furthermore, we can find each of the functional elements mentioned on page
at the begining of this chapter. These functional parts are
identified in the drawing. This instrument has been made complex to
make it easy to operate.
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IR9 OPTICAL DIAGRAM - This optical system uses both grating and
prisms to disperse the light. It thus has very wide dispersion
of the light and high resolution.

Remember how much work you had to do to get a spectrum using
the student spectrophotometer?
All you have to do with this instrument is insert the sample, set some dials and turn it on. Out comes
a graph of absorbtion or transmission.

This instrument uses two technological tricks - it sends
light through two sample chambers (called "dual beams"), and
uses feedback.
These two tricks permit the following improvements: (1) no zero adjustments are required, (2) no full scale
adjustments are required, and (3) graphs of transmission or
absorption are automatically drawn.
The two beams are produced by switching the light from
one path to the other. The circular objects in the illustration are half mirror and half clear.
Rotating together, they
alternate the beam between reference and sample.
The dual beam spectrophotometer uses feedback in the following way: It compares the output signal from the two beams.
If the sample absorbs more light than the reference, then a
signal is generated which turns on the motor which moves an attenuator, or comb, into the reference beam. As the comb moves
in, it blocks more light until the reference and sample beams
are of the same intensity.
At this point, the attenuator is
blocking an amount of light equal to the additional absorbtion
in the sample over that of the reference.

Since the amount of absorption in the attenuator depends
on how far into the beam it is, all you have to do to get a
measurement is measure where the attenuator is. This is most
easily done by mechanically attaching a pen to it. As you
change wavelengths (using a second motor to drive the Littrow
mirror) the sample absorption will change.
The attenuator
will move in and out following these changes and the attached
pen will draw the spectrum providing that you move the paper
under it as you change wavelengths.
Since the output is essentially the location of the attenuator, no zero or full scale adjustments are needed.
And
since one can attach a pen to the attenuator, automatic graphing is possible.
Thus, dual beams and feedback give the desired result.

OTHER

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

SYSTEMS

The spectrophotometer described in the main laboratory section
is similar to many actual laboratory instruments.
That particular
arrangement of optical components is called the Czerny-Turner Hount.
But you know that there are many other arrangements which can accomplish the same results.
For instance, we can substitute lenses
for the spherical mirrors, and a prism or transmission grating for
the reflection grating.
The results produce monochromators that
look different but still operate essentially the same way. We will
examine two of these not-so-different monochromators.

The optics of a monochromator using a transmission grating
are quite simple. Lenses are often used in place of spherical
mirrors because the lenses can be placed very close to the transmission grating. This design is utilized in the inexpensive commercial unit illustrated below. The optical diagram is for the
Coleman Junior Spectrophotometer.
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A TRANSMISSION GRATING speotrophotometer whioh moves
the souroe in order to soan the speotrum aorcss the
exit sZit.

AN

OPTIONAL

EXPERIMENT •...

. . . . BUilDING

A TRANSMISSION

GRATING

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

The purpose of this experiment is to assemble
a spectrophotometer
using a transmission grating.

and evaluate

The spectrophotometer
you set up in the laboratory does not
use lenses.
It happens that it is easier to use spherical mirrors.
If you are inventive, you might search for a.way of using
lenses with the transmission grating.

1.

Place the optical components on the layout
provided.

2.

Align the components.
Use the suggestion in
the text on page 56.

3.

A
TRANSMISSION
GRATING

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

Follow the data collection procedures on page
59 used in the previous
laboratory.

4.

Follow the calibration
procedures on page 60.

THE LAYOUT for an experiment
using a transmission grating
in a spectrophotometer.
Unlike the commercial unit on
the opposite page~ this layout uses a rotating mirror
to scan the spectrum over the
exit slit.

INTRODUCTION
One of the shortcomings of prisms is their low dispersion
over most of the spectrum. The 'dispersion can be doubled by
passing light through the prism twice. This is accomplished by
placing a mirror just in back of the prism. This arrangement
is called the Littrow mount. It is illustrated below.
The Littrow mount is actually used in commercial spectrophotometers.
The drawings below are diagrams of the monochromator in actual instruments. The lower instrument uses two Littrow mounts to improve dispersion even more.
The Littrow mount is difficult to set up on your student
spectrophotometer because the exit beam is reflected back along
the entrance beam. As a result the two slits must be quite
close.

CrMMERCIAL
MONOCHROMATOR8
using the
Lit~
mount. The designers of the
to~er instrument liked the Littr~
mount so muoh~ they used it Moe!
In both diagrams~ 82 is the e:cit
sUt. But in the l~er one~ the
light oontinues through a seoond~
s1J1"l"'etriomonoohromator. This doubles the dispersion of eaoh prism~
thereby improving the resolution by
a faotor of ~o.
Let us foll~
the path of light
through the upper monoohromator.
Light ocmes through sUt 81~ and is
rendered pazoal1,el by the spherical
mi~or~ Ml. This parallel light passes through t'M prism~ Pro; and is
dispwsed. The Ught refleots from
t'M mirror M2 and almost e:caotly retraces its path baolaNards. If this
l'eally happened~ Ught ~ld
go baok
out the entranoe sUt. But by turning M2 slightly~ the light strikes
M3 instead and is refleoted to the
e:cit slit~ 82. Turning M2 ~eeps the
speotrum aoross the e:cit slit.

AN

OPTIONAL

EXPERIMENT ••••

••• •BUILDING

A

PRISM

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

In the laboratory we will be content to use a prism without
reflecting the beam back through the prism for a second pass.
This is not a Littrow mount.
The layout we use is reproduced below. Two different systems are shown, one using lenses and one
using spherical mirrors to collimate and refocus the light. One
interesting feature of these layouts is that they can be aligned
easily.
By removing the prism, P, and replacing it with a flat
mirror, the lenses should focus a white image of the entrance
slit onto the exit slit.
A p~isr"'fir-:·::;:l:CALr;.,;~:;:;:t
When you replace the prism,
~r-:CT::.=~:·:orc~~::rI;R
you may notice that the image of
the spectrum is curved.
This is
always a problem with prism spectrophoto~eters. Since it cannot be
solved easily, most designers use
slightly curved slits. Unfortunately, we do not have curved slits,
so we must take some loss in resolution.
s~r'·CAL
"'~.l~O'
J.

'.~ .•:'!l

As before the purpose of the
laboratory will be to assemble
and evaluate the spectrophotometer.

1.

PLace the opticaL components on the prism
layout provided.

2.

ALign the components.
Use the suggestion in
the text on page 56.

3.

FoLLow the data coLLection procedures on page
59 used in the previous
laboratory.

4.

FoLLow the caLibration
procedures on page 60.

A F::ISM/Ll:I\!S

S::::CTftC~:·:070:",~~~

cb
I

TWO PRISM SPECTROPHOTOMETER
Layouts that can be used in
the Laboratory. Note that
they do not use a Littrow
mirror.

(OPTIONAL)

SPECTROPHOTOMETER

SPEC'S

INTRODUCTION

Spec's (or specifications) give the details of the quality
of instruments.
It is often hard to understand spec sheets because of the jargon and special words they use. But now that
you understand the principles behind the operation of monochrcmators, you should be able to figure out what they are saying.
For example, look at the two spec sheets on these pages.
You
should do alright on some of the specifications but others need
explanation.
These explanations have been added to the sheets.
READABILITY vs ACCURACY: YOU may
be able to read the dial to within 1 nrnbut that reading may not
actually be the correct wavelength.
This says it will be right to within 2.5 run.

PHOTOMETRIC ACCURACY
vs REPRODUCIBILITY:
Never believe any
meter. This spec
says that if the
output meter reads
50% transmission
the actual transmission is probably somewhere between 47.5% and
52.5%A (ie 50 .:!:.
2.5%). If you repeat the measurement you will get
between 49% and
51%, but the accuracy is still only
.:!:. 2.5% of your
best average measurement.

REGULATION: The voltage of household
electricity often varies widely depending on the total area demand. This
drastically affects the amount of light
emitted by the source, which in turn affects the ~ount of light detected.
since these variations have nothing to
do with the sample, they cause errors.
All this is fixed by a voltage regulator
which steadies the voltage supplied to
the lamp. Here, a line voltage change
from l05v to l25v would only cause a
~% error in measured tranimi5iion (T).

SPECTRAL SLIT WIDTH: The actual slit
width is not 20 run. Instead, its
width is such that the resoZution is
20 nrn.

r~
r
I

I

± 1 percent T for line voltage change from
105·125 V, or 210·250 V with step·down transformer
(transistorized model)
meter, 9 cm mirrored scale calibrated
transmittance and 'absorbance' units

in percent

standard phototube 340·625 nm
accessory phototube with red filter 625·950 nm
accessory phototube with filter 380-715 nm

DETECTORS: Different detectors are
required for different wavelength
ranges. This tells which detector
(and any additional filters) must
be used for different wavelength
regions.

r
r
I

I~~
I--

RESOLVING POWER: The best resolution
possible with the narrowest slit./the

STRAY LIGHT: Sometimes light other than
desired color can get to the detector,
causing errors, particularly when transmission is low.

uni
onsists of the optical system, mechanical drive, and electric
motors that operate 0 signals from the electronic Control Unit. .
Type of Mount.
.
Single-pass Czerny-Turner mounting with folding mirrors to
provide entrance and exit beams on a common optic axis.
Aperture Ratio
,
'
,
f/6.8 at 2000 angstroms.
Fo
,
.
350 millimeters.
esolving Powe '
,Better than 1 angstrom. line-profile half-width less than"D.5
angstrom.
Stray Light
0.1% or less within ±11h bandwidths of a given line.
ave engt Range
Zero order to 10,000 angstroms, first order, with 1180 line/mm
grating. Usable range with standard 1P28A detector, limited by
air cutoff and detector sensitivity, is 1900 angstrom to 7000
ar;)gstrom. Lower limit may be extended to below 1800 angstrom by flushing the optical path with dry nitrogen ... upper
limit by use of other available detectors.
Wavelength Accuracy
Relative error ±1 angstrom throughout usable wavelength
range.
Wavelength Resettability
±0.1 angstrom on the basis of resetting on the maximum of a
narrow emission line, with photo-detected recorder output as
indicator.
eciprocal Dispersion
Approximately 20 angstrom/mm at exit slit with 1180 lines/mm
grating .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Precision plane grating replica; 48 m
mm ru e
Standard grating of 1180 lines/mm, blaze wavelength 2500
angstroms. (Gratings of other line spac
.
e
made available in the future.)
Mirrors
Aluminized first-surface mirrors with MgF~over coating. Optical surfaces corrected to 1/4-wavemercury gree 1 line.
Collimating and Focusing
50 mm diameter, parabolic, 350 mm focal Ie tho
Folding
25 mm x 35 mm plane.
Slits
Ground and polished straight knife edges, bi laterally adjustable; entrance and exit slit-width ganged to ingle control.
Width . .
Continuously variable between 5 and 2000 icrons. A 4-digit
counter reads directly in microns.
~
Height
12 mm maximum; provision for intermedi te heights of 0.5,
1, and 3 and 5 mm.
Wavelength-Scan M
Sine-bar and precision lead-screw assemb driven by precision stepping motor. A 5-digit counter re ds directly in angstroms. Fractional SC;i:lle
of 0,2 angstrom di isions permits readability of 0.1 angstrom.

RECIPROCAL DISPERSION:
This is dispersion as we
have used the word.
Moving the spectrum at
the exit slit one millimeter changes the color
getting through by 20A.

WIDTH: This instrument reads
the actual slit
widths.

BLAZE WAVELENGTH:
The blaze improves the
light intensity around
one particular angle.
This angle corresponds
to 2500A here.

In the preceeding chapter we have: examined the optical components of a spectrophotometer;
assembled these components into
an improved spectrophotometer;
used this spectrophotometer to obtain transmission spectra of filters; and discussed how these
ideas are used in practice.
The optical components discussed include lenses and spherical
mirrors.
Although lenses use refraction and spherical mirrors use
reflection to bend the light, they both accomplish the same results. Both can collimate, or reader parallel, rays of light
which are diverging from a point; and both can collect or focus
parallel ligh~ at a point.
This is their use in spectrophotometers
since the dispersive elements require parallel rays of light for
proper operation.
An experiment was performed with a spectrophotometer using
spherical mirrors for optics and a diffraction grating for dispersion. Lenses and/or prisms could have been substituted.
In order
to find the transmission spectra for certain filters we had to accurately find the relationship between dial settings and wavelength - a process called aaZibpation.
A method to recalibrate a
spectrophotometer after it has once been calibrated was discussed.
The experiment illustrated the uses and construction of commercial spectrophotometers.
Just as they can be used to identify a
filter, spectrophotometers
can identify compounds - qualitative
analysis.
Spectrophotometers
can also be used for quantitative
analysis to determine the amounts of known chemicals presents. The
specifications or specs of commercial spectrophotometers were discussed.

1.

List five optical elements
spectrophotomet~rs.

commonly

found in

2.

What is the function of each element listed
in question #l.?

3.

How does a lens work? What physical principle
does it exploit?
What other spectrophotometer
optical element uses this principle?

4.

Why are resolution

5.

State four properties of the dispersive elements
that are important in spectrophotometers.

6.

Compare and contrast prisms and reflection gratings
on their performance on the four properties stated
in question #5. Relate this performance to the
physical principles that each element utilizes in
its operation.

and slit width related?

c)

any other
pattern such
as a cross

2.

Is it possible to use a single transmission spectrum
from a spectrophotometer for both qualitative and
quantitative analysis at the same time? Explain your
answer.

3.

Where in the spectrophotometer path is the best place
for the sample?
Should it be before the first slit;
just after it; near the exit slit; or somewhere else?
Why?

Set up a spectrophotometer
using a prism and lenses.
Is there any
Measure your resolution and dispersion.
sense in which this spectrophotometer
is better or
worse then the one you assembled before?

5.

Suppose you were going to manufacture prec~s~on visible
range spectrophotometers.
What improvements would you
desire to make in the student spectrophotometer
before
you would sell it commercially?
How would you accomplish
these improvements?

6.

The unknown is most likely
which of these substances?
Explain the imperfect match.
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Table of % Transmission
versus
Color and Dial Reading
for didymium filter &
filter
# 849.

Table of Dial Reading versus
Wavelength
for key features of the didymium
spectrum.

Transmission Spectrum For Didymium
Filter and Filter # 849.

Transmission Spectrum For Didymium
Filter and Filter # 849.

Calibraiton Graph For Diffraction
Grating Spectrophotometer;
Dial
Reading vs Wavelength.

Calibration Graph For Diffraction
Grating Spectrophotometer;
Dial
Reading vs Wavelength.
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USED IN
PARTS
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PARTS LIST

II:

SPECIFICATIONS'

1

2 ea.

Metal Box or Chass s with
Cover Plate (for 1 ght
source and detector boxes)

X

X

X

3"xS"x7", can be made from standard chassis and bottom. Cover
Plate Bud BPA-1S89. Chassis Bud
#AC-429.

2

1 ea.

Lamp Socket

X

X

X

Standard Bayonet Base with Flange
Mounting.

1 ea.
I

3

Lens

X

X

COSTS

Chassis and Plate From:
Local Electronics Supply.

I

Local Electrical

Supply

!Edmund Scientific
I

Co.

i

I

i

4

1 ea.

Lens Mounting

5

4 ea.

Binding Post

X

X IX

X

1 ea.

Lamp (High Intensity)

X

X

7

1 ea.

Lamp Power Supply

X

X

1 ea.

Reflection

Grating

Fabricate

X

X

6

8

32rnrnDia. x 30mm F.L. Edmund
,#94229 or equivalent.

X

J#

SUPPLIER

AND COMl'.fENTS

from sheet metal.

T'Wo each, RED and BLACK.
.F.
Johnson. #111-0100-02 (RED) ,
#111-0100-03 (BLACK) .

X

i
\

tLocal Electronic

12 Volt GE#1073 Qr equivalent
(Must have straight filament) .

Local Automotive or
Electrical Supply.

X

Low Voltage AC or DC 12V@2Amp.
(12 Volt Battery Charger Ok) .

Local Electronic

X

Cut from sheet of Edmund Scientific #50,201, cut approximately 2"x
and mount between two microscope slides.

Edmund Scientific

Co.

Diameter = 3qmm
Pocal Length = 87mrn
Edmunds #6408 or equivalent
Mount on 'Appropriate plate.

Edmund Scientific

Co.

.

,

Supply

X
I

X

j

Supply

'")11
oJ

I

I

9

1 ea.

Achromatic

Lens

X

X

I
10

2 ea.

Optical Slit

X

\

X

CD CD

I

Indicates

the number required
I

I

10

I

Make from two double edged razor
blades. Slit width should =.050".

X

for each part.
I

,

I

i

u
I.

II:
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11

1 ea.

Screen

12

1 Pkg. Incense

PARTS LISTS
USED IN
PARTS
1 ,2 I 3X

,
X

X

X

.

SPECIFICATIONS'

PAGE 2 of. 4
AND COMMENTS

X

3"x5" White Index Card with appro_
priate holder.

X

l>.vailabIein small packages from
most Five and Dime stores,self
standing type prefered.

Edmund Scientific

Co.

X·

X

Book of 44 Colored
Edmund #40675

14

1 ea.

Didymiuln Filter

X

X

Ealing Corporation,
A filter 2"x2"xl rom thick Ealing
Cambridge, Mass.
#26-5686 Four ( 4) pieces l"xl"
maybe cut with a good glass cuttinq
tool. Mount the l"xl" piece on an
appropriate plate.

l

16

1 ea.

t)

.
.rlsm.

X

Template

X

#30,143 or equiv. Edmund Scientific
60° Prism, ECL.'1lund

X

"A simple spectrophotometer"

I

I

17

1 ea.

i'iorkingBase

18

1 ea.

Smoke Cover

X

X

X

X

Standard Alum. Chassis :13"x17"x4" Local Electronic
Bud #AC-428 cut out chassis surplier.
face area leaving 1" border arounc
all sides. Drill evenly spaced
Holes for fastening plexigl~s seethru.

Sup-

X

1 piece clear plexiglas. 1/8"
thick 12-l/2"x16-l/2". Drill
holes to match altun. cover and
then fasten to cover.

I

I

19

1 ea.

Plexiglas

Portal

X

X

TERC
575 Technology Square
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Sup-

II

Standard Steel chassis 13"x17"x3"
Bud #CB-773

Co.

Local Electronic
plier.

X

X

I

I

,

Filter Book

15 . 1 ea.

I

Supply

1 ea.

I

I

Local Stationary

13

filters

1"x4"

J#

SUPPLIER

Local Plastic
butor.

Distri-

COS':S

THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
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II:

1

;,.

1 ea.

Template

X

21

3 ea.

Mirror

X

X

(1)

Q)

.
1 ea.

Metric Ruler

23

1 ea.

Template

4

J#

SUPPLIER

,

20

22

PAGE 3 of,
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PARTS LISTS

USED IN
PARTS

"Comparing

a Prism and a Grating"

TERC
575 Technology Square
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Plane front surface approximately
57mm x 68.5mm Edmund #40,773.
Mount on appropriate Plate.

Edmund Scientific

Inexpensive Plastic ruler with
Centimeter and Millimeters Divisions.

Local Stationary
ply.

"A grating

TERC
575 Technology Square
Cambridge, t-lass.02139

:

-

X

X

Co.

,

spectrophotometer"

Sup-

,

24

2 ea.

Spherical

25

1 ea.

I 26

1 ea.

.

27

1 ea.

Mirrors

X

Front surface type 50mm dia., 87mm
focal length, Ealing #23-5283 or
equivalent. Mount on appro. plate.

Cuvette Holder and Shutter

X

Make from 1/2" rigid copper tubing.

Photo-conductor

X

Mount a Clairex #CL5M5 Cell on
Bracket so that cell is indirectly
in light path.

Cell

Battery :clolder

X

Ealing Corporation,
Cambridge, Mass.

Photo-Cell'available
from your Local Electronic Supply.

e" Cell Battery Holder Keystone

#173 or equivalent.

Local Electronic
ply .

II

28

1 ea.

Battery

X

1-1/2" Volt "c" Cell.

Local Hardware

29

1 ea.

Resistor

X

1,000Q 1/2 Watt.

Local Electronic

I! 30

1 ea.

Cuvette

Indicates

I

X

\

the number required
l

I

Test Tube Type Cuvette.
Lomb #33-39-27.

Bauch and

Central

for each part.
!

:

\

Sup-

Store.

Scientific

Supply
Co.

COSTS

,

,

<.J
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ITEM
Capable of independent offset and
gain adjustment. Gain of 100.

I Hicroa:nrneter Panel

i

l'ieter

i

100-l1aDC. F. S. Simpson Taut Band
2-1/2" Face #1227T
3-1/2/1 Face #1327T
or equivalent., Mount in appropritate' st,md or DOX.

. I

I

I

X

i

33

34

i 1 ea.

2 ea.

I

f-----:--i
~'·:onochro:':'~o_tor Dial

\

!

4

,3 Digit m~lti-turn dial.
Amphenol #DFD-lN or equivalent.

I

x

Panel Bearing Assemblys

I

I Local

Electronic

Supply

Electronic

Supply

lLocal Electronic

Supply

!

H.H. Smith #149 use for dial shaftlLocal
and turntable.
I
I

!

35

1 ea.

1/4/1 Shaft Coupler

36

2 ea.

1/4/1 Panel Bearings

I

II
II 37

I.

H.H. Smith #120 for coupling
screw to dial shaft.

6-32

H.H. Smith #119 for supporting
dial shaft and turntable shaft.

I

1 ea.

X

Alum. Bar

10 ea. I·:agnetswith Steel Channels

X

X

X

'

1 piece 1/2/1xl/2/1square x 9/1 long
To be machined for radial turntable arm.
For use as magnetic bases. Package Edmund Scientific
of 10. Edmund #41,795.

Co.

Cut to length to approx. 2-1/4/1
from dowel rod stock slits 3/16/1
deep x 1/16/1 thick are cut into
each piece.
X

X

X

For 1/2/1 Dia. Fit Richco #V-I004
or equivalent. Screw or rivet to
jount base.

Allied Radio and Electronic Corporation.

